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If you go down to the Woods today…

Marffa's Front
Page Muffins

the sound, it wasn’t really that good. It’s fair to say
that the music was better than the vocals.
If you get a chance to see this lot sometime, I can
recommend them. I wouldn’t travel far to see them
but if they played again locally or in support of
another band then I would certainly make sure
(depending on shifts, of course) I was there to see
them.

Incredibly Strange Film Band + PIMP @ 100
th
Club, 9 October 2003.
In the mistaken belief that PIMP were headlining
this Blaxsploitation evening, I turned up after work
to see the last two tracks of the set; one of which
was an acapella version of Black Betty for an
encore, which was an amusing and surprisingly
long version of the Ram Jam Band classic. At the
end of the set I also found out something else I
didn’t know; PIMP have at last released their long
awaited album. Check out the next issue for a
review.

Permission to land - The Darkness
Oh, the Eighties are
back! Back with the bang
of a drum, the crash of a
cymbal and the wail of
the male alto/soprano
voice of Justin Hawkins.
Enter The Darkness
from Lowestoft! Yes, you
heard me correctly, that
town on the coast of
Suffolk famous for, well, erm, being the most
Easterly town in the UK!

Incredibly Strange Film Band. Hmm, wonder
what they do then? Like a
can of Ronseal they ‘do
exactly what it says on the
tin!’ This nine-piece band
of
turtleneck
jumper
wearers plays a mixture of
your famous film tunes.
Tonight however, they
carried along with the
blaxsploitation theme, even if it was at times
slightly tenuous. Two sax players Alto and Tenor
(sometimes dropping one for a flute), Trombone
and Trumpet, Keyboards, Guitar, Percussion,
Bass Guitar (that sounded like a Tuba) and
Drums opened with the Theme from Shaft. This
was followed by something that I didn’t recognise
which in turn was followed by The Professionals
theme.

It's Spandex and Cat suits a go-go for this band.
The ‘80s heavy rock scene has been faithfully
reinvented by this four-piece band. Strong flavours
of Motley Crue in the music and Dio for the lyrics
on track one Black Shuck are immediately
evident. Other influences are found throughout the
album. Track two - Keep your hands off my
woman - starts in a way very reminiscent of
Highway Star by Deep Purple. Vocally however it
is nothing like it; Justin’s very high vocals covering
up a surprising amount of strong profanities.
Actually I’ve never heard such words sound so
inoffensive. Growing on me is the best Rainbow
impersonation ever and is track three on this
album. Dropping down a gear for I believe a thing
called love, Justin seems to fill the track with rock
clichés - shouting 'Guitar' before a big solo, and
forcing his voice up to impossible ranges; expect
this to be on ‘The Best Driving Album ever volume
96’, by Christmas. Love is only a feeling – This is
a Knebworth lighter waving ballad that could be
Kiss.

The most interesting track of the night was an
arrangement of Superfly with the Sweeney theme,
this came across in a dub style and was really
good. Bullit came across well and so did a track
called He can’t walk in the park which is a track
from one of the Shaft movies.
At some point during the evening, a lady by the
name of Louise New sang a couple of songs with
the band; Sesame Street being one, Gold Finger
the other. Although this added something else to

The rest of the album isn’t that great compared to
the start, the only exception being Love on the
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rocks with no ice – This has quite a heavy ‘Tony
Iommi’ style riff coupled to a big drum sound that
works really well with the Air Raid Siren vocals of
Justin. It even has a fancy ‘Stadium Rock’ outro
which you can bet gets used as the track on a live
set.

20 November: The Coral @ Brixton Academy.
st
21 November: As above.
nd
22 November:
The Black Keys @ Mean
Fiddler. They sound like they have been
around since the ‘60s, but they haven’t.
nd
22 November:
Moloko
@
Brixton
Academy.
rd
23 November: Mars Volta @ Astoria. Pushing
their album ‘Delousing at the Crematorium’;
catchy title!
th
24 November: As above.
th
25 November: Therapy @ Astoria. Irish hard
rockers sure to put on a good show.
th
26 November: Marilyn Manson @ Alexandra
Palace. The dodgy-eyed gothic industrialist
comes to town.
th
27 November: Muse @ Wembley Arena.
st
1 December: Dirtbombs @ Garage. Mike
Collins and his Detroit double drummers play
a rare gig in the UK.
th
5 December: The
Darkness
@
Brixton
Academy. Don’t expect them to be on stage
long, they only have one album out.
th
5 December: The Strokes @ Alexandra
Palace. N.Y.C. Garage lot promoting their
new album.
th
6 December: The
Darkness
@
Brixton
Academy.
th
6 December: The Strokes @ Alexandra
Palace.
th
6 December: The Levellers @ Shepherds
Bush Empire. If the eighties revival is here
then it won’t be too long before this lot of
Crusty Brighton doggie on string brigade are
back in vogue. By the way I do actually like
them!
th
8 December: Turbonegro @ Mean Fiddler.
Norwegians in sailor suits playing heavy
metal; nice!
th
9 December: Electric Six @ Brixton Academy.
Detroit’s disco rock mentalist return.
th
10 December: Buzzcocks @ Electric Ballroom.
Steve Diggle and Pete Shelley pushing their
much acclaimed current album Buzzcocks.
th
11 December: Kings of Leon @ Brixton
Academy. They look a bit like the Ramones
and sound a bit like the Allman Brothers.
th
12 December: Iron Maiden @ Earls Court.
Bring your ear plugs!
th
12 December: Pimp @ Borderline. It’s his
birthday and he’s on early.
th
13 December: Danko Jones @ Mean Fiddler.
th
18 December: David
Lee
Roth
@
Hammersmith Apollo. No doubt inspired by
the success of The Darkness, Diamond
Dave is back on the scene.
th
19 December: All About Eve @ Borderline.
Witchy, Celtic folky lot who had a big hit with
‘Martha’s Harbour’ back in the ‘80s.

Other people have mentioned AC/DC a lot in
reviews of this album, I fail to find influence of
them in it, there just isn’t any boogie in it. Queen
on the other hand, have had more than a passing
influence on this band, that is apparent from the
guitar sound (Givin’up) on some tracks. Heavy
rock has always had a Camp element to it; the
tight fitting clothes, theatrical stage acts and
make-up amongst other things. The Darkness
have some of these plus a bass player that has a
moustache that is as Camp as a Christmas at
Dale Winton’s house! Let’s just hope that they
don’t take themselves too seriously.
The White Stripes – Elephant
Having previously really
enjoyed the last two White
Stripes albums I’m not so
impressed with this one.
Sure, the Led Zeppelin
and Beatles influence
runs through it like the
writing through a piece of
seaside rock, but it just
doesn’t charge me up like the others.
The opening track - Seven Nation Army – is a
worthy rocked up number with funky bass. Black
Math is another real charging along freight train
sort of a song; really driving hard with lots of
distortion on the guitar. The cover of the Bert
Bacharach classic – I don’t know what to do with
myself – is a surprisingly emotional effort, and is
probably the best track on the album if you prefer
the more up tempo numbers. However, if you
prefer a more sedate sweet song that isn’t too
much like a saccharin overdose, then you will
probably enjoy the track 7 – You’ve got her in your
pocket. Ball and Biscuit is a direct rip off The
Lemon song by Led Zeppelin.
It’s quite possible that I’m not giving this album
enough of a chance to get under my skin like the
previous two. Not even the guest appearance of
Holly Golightly excites me. Sometimes an album
that doesn’t hit you straight away becomes a real
favourite later in the day; perhaps this will happen
to me with this but, perhaps not.

Up and Coming Gigs for November
and December.

MM

I would like to get all of these but I’m sure I won’t
be able to get to more than three. Poxy shift work!
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Bombardier
Billy Wells
commands
“HOLD THE
THIRD PAGE!”
and adds a
final “BONG!”

with attitude. The B side, ‘Semaphore Signals’,
came pretty close to hitting a high on the Woody
passionometer, as did the follow up ‘Reconnez
Cherie’. Time passed and the Stiff train was lost
on a ghostly branch line. I do recall seeing a
Wreckless Eric double vinyl album a couple of
times whilst out wax hunting but never actually got
round to buying it. Heard a rumour or two that Eric
is out and about gigging. I believe that a couple of
years back 'Tales From The Woods' loyal rocking
contributor Shaky Lee Wilkinson checked out an
open air punk festival in east London upon
hearing that Eric was booked to appear but the
Wreckless one proved to be elusive yet again by
not showing.

Wreckless Eric
Fiddlers Elbow, Camden Town
Sunday 27th July

Arriving at the already crowded pub venue on this
hot July afternoon, my bleary Sunday morning
eyes hid behind a pair of dark glasses. I met up
with fellow Wreckless aficionados Shaky Lee
Wilkinson and Brian ‘Hardrock Bunter’ Clark along
with the world famous Mr Angry who displayed an
alarmingly placid nature considering the earliness
of the hour.
Alternating between an acoustic and electric guitar
throughout, any qualms I had about this being a
solo gig were quickly dispelled. Eric hit a groove
straight away with the opening number ‘Joe Meek’
a paean to the man with the little studio on the
Holloway Road who produced a few off the wall
hits and more than a few misses before taking
himself and his landlady out of this world with a
shotgun. So ended the studio that put the
Holloway Road on the map along with its typically
sixties eccentric creator.

Steve’s ‘Come Down And Meet The Folks’
Sunday lunch-time sessions which have been
running at the Fiddlers Elbow for a couple of years
now have been praised in the pages of your
favourite roots music magazine 'Tales From The
Woods' before, courtesy of our esteemed veteran
reviewer Hardrock Bunter. For yours truly it was a
first ever visit; it would have to be something very
special for me to drag my arse out of bed on a
Sunday morning to travel from my home in
downtown Bromley, Kent up to north west London
to the often seedy but (despite the odds stacked
up against it) still vibrant, inner city suburb of
Camden Town. However, for Stiff Records’ finest
talent I am indeed prepared to rise at 10:30.

I had little idea what to expect prior to the gig but
this was better than I could ever possibly imagine.
Folks, this guy lives it, breathes it, believes every
damn word he sings. Titles like ‘I Don’t Want To
Be Local’, a rage against small minded intolerant
people everywhere that all too often seem to
occupy hamlets, small towns or leafy suburbs. A
similar vein was explored on ‘All Tomorrow’s
Housewives’, a tale of charmless drudgery,
obviously a parallel universe to Lou and the
Velvets’ first single; the party will certainly be over
for these girls.
‘(Only One Destination) For The Final Taxi’ was
my favourite of the gig and of the CD (of the
aforementioned double album) which Mr Angry
made for me a while back. Eric’s quirky but
intelligent lyrics (in the eyes of the 'Tales From
The Woods' editorial board) create an image of
Alan Bennett attached to a green mohican
hairstyle. The final journey that each one of us will
make sooner or later was explored through the
dark humour of this clever little ditty.

Way back in punk’s glory days, I bought ‘Whole
Wide World’ and thought then, as I do now, that it
is a piece of raw excitement, generously laced

On a far more serious note, the vicious cycle of
poverty and abuse (both physical and mental) was
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tackled in ‘Continuity’, without doubt unintentional
on Eric’s part which made yours truly draw a
comparison with Lou Reed’s ‘The Kids (They’re
Taking Her Children Away)’ from his Street Hassle
album of a couple of decades back. The sombre
subject matter is treated with compassion and is
void of judgmental conclusions, a path that a
lesser wordsmith could have so easily drifted
down.

an adjacent café to participate in an interview for a
French Rock’n’Roll fanzine. Many a familiar blues
face came into the alley, flapping their prized
tickets seductively under my nose before
disappearing through the tiny doorway. I guess the
Man took pity on me, eventually sending someone
to sell me a ticket. It certainly would not take too
many people to fill the place out; atmospheric
without a doubt. At a guess I would say a kitchencum-parlour to what would have been a mediaeval
town house, long since vanished, only the building
that is now the 12 Bar remains. With a pint of
bitter I climbed a few steps to a tiny balcony area
where perhaps comfort would allow around eight
or nine people standing. The capacity might
compare with that place in Kingly Street, Ain’t
Nuthin’ But A Hellhole, but this place is for real,
the people are for real, here for the music and not
to stand around talking mind numbing bollocks as
loud as they possibly can.

A more light-hearted subject matter in the selfexplanatory ‘The Girl With The Wandering Eyes’
put the smile back on our faces. Early in the set,
he gave us the aforementioned mini cult classic
from the seventies ‘Reconnez Cherie’. The
Wreckless one seemed to pour out all the venom
he could muster in the tale of disaffected youth
which occupied the playground of the ‘School Of
Mundane’. ‘Whole Wide World’ finally came as the
encore which even encouraged our very own Mr
Angry to break out into a genteel pogo.

The lady hit the tiny bandstand around 10pm,
dressed in a pair of baggy dark blue jeans and
light blue sweatshirt. Guitar laid against her knee,
she sure looked the part, straight out of
Mississippi hill country; her style may, on
occasion, be akin to Memphis Minnie but definitely
difficult to pin down really image-wise… try
somewhere between R L Burnside and Hylda
Baker.

After the gig I spoke briefly to Eric, exchanged
business cards etc. We recently chatted on the
phone and determination has now set in to book
him for a gig in the New Year, venue as yet
unknown, with or without a band. In the meantime
we here at 'Tales From The Woods' editorial
board highly recommend that if Eric is playing
anywhere near you go and check him out; you will
not be disappointed for the man is surely an
underrated talent.

Keith Woods
Precious Bryant
12 Bar Club
Tuesday 22nd July
A near secret gig this one. I just happened to hear
about it a day or two beforehand. A few frantic
phone calls were made to like-minded blues souls
only to discover the bad news – sold out. Elation
turned to disappointment in less than a couple of
hours. So determination set in; I am going to get
into this bloody gig even if I have to hang about
outside all night… someone might not turn up or
someone could sell me a ticket. The first face I
saw on turning into the narrow alleyway that is
called Denmark Place was the erstwhile teetotaller, veteran British Rock’n’Roller Terry Dene,
sitting on a stool, cup of tea in hand, soaking up
the sunshine on this beautiful mid-summer’s day.
We shook hands and chatted for a while in this
oasis of tranquillity, amazingly less than 100
metres (yards to us old guys – H) away from the
constant roar, bustle and pollution of the
Tottenham Court Road. The quietly spoken
gentleman of our native Rock’n’Roll offered both
his praise of this esteemed magazine and of our
many talented contributors before heading off to

Backed up by her son on electric bass, for the
most part she steered clear of the tried and
trusted material with the exception of Jimmy
Reed’s ‘Ain’t That Lovin’ You Baby’ and Muddy
Waters’ ‘I’m Ready’ incidentally kicking off her set
with ‘It’s Alright’. Along the way we had Memphis
Minnie’s ‘Blackrat Swing’; excellent. For me
anyway, this was one of the highlights, another
being a workout on ‘Going Up Country’ which she
claimed she wrote herself. Don’t think so girl;
altering a few words does not actually constitute
authorship but the enthusiastic audience were
eating out of her hand so were not too bothered
about the odd ‘porky pie’. Interesting too was
Precious’s version of Denise La Salle’s ‘Don’t
Jump My Pony’. An unusual choice also on Little
Willie John’s ‘Fever’ and then the title track from
her CD ‘Fool Me Good’ of which she shifted whole
boxloads to eager punters after the show. I
certainly enjoyed her joyous rendition of the
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gospel number ‘When The Lord Gets Ready You
Gotta Move’. The self explanatory ‘My Name Is
Precious’ was one of the best received numbers
of the evening and was rewarded with plenty of
whooping and hollering. ‘Blues All Around My Bed’
and ‘Sugar Hill Blues’ also scored well on the
Woody bluesometer. Yes, glad I finally made it
inside; this was a good one.

Hundreds of Teddy-boys were fighting a pitched
battle with the police, throwing fireworks at them
and into the windows of passing cars. In the
middle of this melee a family was enjoying their
own fireworks, setting off Catherine Wheels on a
tree trunk, quite oblivious to the riot going on
around them! My brother and I thought it was
great fun, but much to our disappointment our
mother dragged us back home.

Keith Woods






Way back in the late 1960s I made my way to
Elstree studios where Jerry Lee Lewis was to
feature in a Jack Good special entitled
'Innocence, Anarchy and Soul'. We sat down in
the studio and waited and waited and waited. A
TV technicians' dispute meant the program was
eventually cancelled, and we were shepherded
out of the studio and outside the main gates,
which were then closed. But, knowing our idol was
inside, we Jerry Lee fans refused to budge, and
there was a noisy demonstration which culminated
in some fans climbing on others’ shoulders in
order to try to climb over the gates, only
succeeding in bending the circular No Entry signs
attached to the gates.



Sharp As A Switchblade
Paul Barrett
Rock'n'Roll Enterprises
(est. circa 1960)

For all pre-Beatles Rock'n'Roll, coast to
coast and world wide.
From the Jets to Crazy Cavan, the Jive
Romeros to Matchbox, Wee Willie
Harris to Darrel Higham. With Linda
Gail Lewis, Charlie Gracie, 'Big' Al
Downing, Billy Lee Riley, Jack Scott,
Ray Campi, Mac Curtis, the '56 Blue
Caps etc. etc. From Germany, the
Lennerockers, Big Bad Shakin' and
from Finland, King Drapes etc.

Suddenly dear old Jack Good came across the
car park to the main gates and ordered the
gatekeeper to let us in. The gates to Heaven
opened, and we followed Jack back into the
studio, where he persuaded Jerry to give us all a
free show, dressed in a special gold-lamé jacket
made specially for the aborted TV program. The
most surreal element of this extraordinary day
was whilst waiting for Jerry Lee to appear, Jack
Good, in his plummy Oxford accent, led the
assembled Teddy boys, rockers and other Jerry
Lee fans in community singing of Rock’n’Roll
anthems. Can you imagine Jack intoning in his
posh voice: 'Well I rocked over Italy and I rocked
over Spain....' as he led us all into 'Ubangi Stomp'!
Tremendous fun, then Jerry indeed came on and
gave a great show. I can't remember the details,
but sadly it was never filmed due to the strike.

One call, book 'em all.
Tel: 02920 704279, Fax: 02920 709989
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@amserve.com









Also in the late '60s we made another pilgrimage
to Elstree to see the filming of 'The Tom Jones
Show'. I wore my blue Burton's drape jacket, and
took along a friend. He afterwards said he'd never
come out with me again wearing 'that ridiculous
jacket' and in his opinion Jerry Lee was rude to his
fans. I didn't find so at all, and a whole lot of us
managed to get into his dressing room and ask
him questions about his latest recordings (he had
one album out and two in the pipeline at this high
point of his career). One vivid memory I have is of
Tom Jones, who is in real life quite short, and who
was after all the host and star of the show, looking
rather perplexed and disconcerted as everybody
in the audience completely ignored him and
clustered around Jerry Lee.
Also in the '60s, 1966 to be precise, whilst in
Moscow we were taken to a dancehall. It was like

Surreal Encounters of the
Rock'n'Roll/Roots Music Kind
PART ONE
This article is an attempt to bring together some
rather surreal episodes I remember over the past
nearly 40 years of following Rock’n’Roll and other
roots music.
One of my earliest Rock’n’Roll memories is of a
Teddy-boy riot at Alexandra Palace on Bonfire
Night in the 1950s. We lived in Wood Green, and
my mother took my brother and myself up to Ally
Pally thinking they had a firework display. Indeed
they did, but not the sort my mum imagined.
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stepping back in time over 10 years to the early
1950s. On stage was a big band-type orchestra,
and the hall was filled with people dressed in early
1950s fashions - women in flared skirts and red
stiletto heels and guys in what looked like de-mob
suits. A great atmosphere. As a more modern
touch, I believe a group came on and sung some
Beatles' songs.

Wild Angels. Dressed like a cowboy, at the end of
the performance Freddie whipped out a 10 inch
knife from his belt, ran it down the back of the
piano keyboard and then threw all the piano keys
into the audience. Great stuff, except that this was
the days before portable electronic keyboards and
so we couldn't have a piano player at the pub for
months afterwards! Freddie playing piano with his
glass eye (after taking it out naturally) is another
surreal experience not to be missed!

This reminds me of when I met Frank Seifert, a
Jerry Lee fan from Czechoslovakia. He visited the
UK with a friend in 1968, during the Prague
Spring, and brought with him a few Czechoslovak
Rock’n’Roll records. I have since lost these little
gems, but I clearly remember titles like 'Be-bop-alula' and other Rock’n’Roll standards with the
name of the Czechoslovak singer and credits to
the American composers, but most surreal and
charming of all were the descriptions in brackets
on the labels such as: Foxtrot, Quickstep! Poor
Czechoslovaks, they were trying to be hip, but
didn't quite get it right. (Of course they did hear
the original records behind the Iron Curtain as I
well remember Jerry Lee's 'Great Balls of Fire'
blasting out of a fairground ride in East Berlin's
Kulturpark.)

It was from this weekly Rock’n’Roll venue, The
Fish, that I was kidnapped one Saturday night,
bundled in a car and driven to Southend by my
pals for a Rock’n’Roll show at the now long gone
Pier Bar. We stayed overnight in a room above a
shop on the seafront. These same pals used to
travel regularly from the Black Raven pub via
Liverpool Street station to Southend, and never
ever bought a ticket. I went with them once, and
was the only one with a ticket. The ticket collector
at Southend just waved them thru saying: 'I don't
suppose you've bothered to buy tickets again?'
So next time I was going to Southend’s Pier Bar
after a Black Raven visit I decided not to pay
either. I'd had a few drinks, naturally, or I wouldn't
have attempted such a foolish trick. I was
travelling with an old friend, Marion, who briefly
worked as a barmaid at the Black Raven. I should
have given up my idea when the ticket inspector
at Liverpool Street said he was very suspicious of
us heading for the Southend train with just
platform tickets, when clearly we weren't seeing
anyone off. Of course they stopped the train en
route, and the British Transport Police hauled us
off, and questioned us both separately. (Quite
right too – that’s our wages you’re talking about –
H and Keith). I gave a false name and address,
but Marion gave her real one. She was called
back later, and was told that her boyfriend had
given a false name and address. She maintained
she thought I had bought valid tickets, and anyway
I wasn't her boyfriend, just some bloke she'd
picked up in Dirty Dicks!

Not all comrades were so square as that Stateowned Czechoslovak record company. At a big
Communist Party event held at the Roundhouse,
Chalk Farm I was the DJ spinning Rock’n’Roll
records, and one of the 'live' acts on the stage
was Shakin' Stevens and the Sunsets, then under
the management of fellow leftie TFTW reader,
Paul Barrett. At a later Communist Party gig
where I was DJing, a woman asked me, in a
middle-class accent, for: 'That jolly song you
played earlier about a beanpole.' I sussed
correctly she meant Brenda Lee's 'Let's Jump The
Broomstick'!
In 1970 I believe I went to my regular Rock’n’Roll
venue, The Fishmongers Arms in Wood Green, to
see Gene Vincent. I still find it incredible that
Gene appeared in a small licensed hall attached
to a pub, in effect the back bar. Of course the
place was packed, a seething mass of rockers
pushing towards the stage. Gene looked ill, and it
was the last time I ever saw him perform. A few
years earlier, in 1966, I'd seen Jerry Lee Lewis at
another regular Rock’n’Roll venue of mine, The
Flamingo Club in Wardour Street, where Mike
Raven used to spin the wax. Jerry had already
done a show in Birmingham that evening, and
pushed thru the packed Flamingo crowd in a white
raincoat to get to the stage sometime around
midnight. It was a great atmosphere.

Screamin' Lord Sutch performed at a short-lived
Rock’n’Roll club near Belsize Park tube station in
the posh reaches of Hampstead. He hacked his
way thru a bamboo partition with
an axe in order to get on stage. For
some reason this rather select club
refuse to book Rock’n’Roll acts
after this performance, so that was
another Rock’n’Roll venue gone
forever.
Tony Papard

At another show at 'The Fish' (I used to go every
week, and this club had a wild, enthusiastic
clientele), Freddie Fingers Lee was the piano
player with the short-lived group Hurricane,
headed by lead singer Mal Gray formerly of The
6
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charges.

Mr Fairly Irate Replies

LPG, another cleaner option, will only be cheap
until it becomes too popular. If there is a chance
for tax to be accrued then (I’m sure you’ll agree) it
will be. And anyway, we’re self sufficient in oil.
Well, that’s what I remember ‘Tomorrow’s World’
telling me several years back. Might come true
now that they’re working on a way of moving their
oil rigs up in the North Sea but I’m certainly not
going to hold my breath.

In response to Mr Angry’s column regarding oil, I
felt compelled to utter a response. Normally I am
in full agreement with every word penned
(keypadded?) by the illustrious annoyed one but
on this subject I cannot agree. Mr A believes
“more roads mean more swiftly flowing traffic,
fewer traffic jams and less pollution”. Aaah, if only
it were so. However, good sir, you appear to have
failed to take into account government policy and
the vagaries of local councils. “More roads” mean
more street furniture including traffic islands,
speed humps and various other traffic calming
measures – basically, anything designed to slow
the automobile user to a crawl.

May I put forward the suggestion that the piano
wire is used on those planning officers who
suddenly decide to erect, for instance, another five
traffic islands in the length of Leigham Court
Road?
And for those of you suggesting the use of a train
for my journeys to work… forget it. I’ve seen Keith
at work and I’d rather stick to the roads.

As evidence, I present my journey to work. This
10 mile journey used to take half an hour or less
with various opportunities to overtake the slower
moving vehicles (learners, milk floats, wobbly
cyclists etc). Now, after the introduction of
countless traffic islands, my entire route may as
well be a single lane of traffic with concrete walls
on each side, with the journey taking an additional
15 minutes if I’m lucky. I agree that the less time I
spend on the road, the less pollution I will exhaust
into the atmosphere, less lead killing unwary
children and also the less early I have to leave for
work but I don’t design the roads.

Incidentally, the views expressed on cold callers
without surnames find me in full and complete
agreement. However, I tend to get an over
abundance of Michelles and Debbies.
H (no surname)









SOUL KITCHEN

Those that do govern our roads have decided,
however, that I shall not be allowed to reduce my
journey time by judicious use of the overtaking
procedure. If I am behind a learner travelling at 15
m.p.h. then behind that learner I shall stay until
they decide to deviate from my route. And I seem
to remember a time when big red buses had little
lay-bys to drive into but these have now changed
to “sticky-outs”, thereby blocking a carriageway
(for no reason) while the driver argues with the
passengers about “right change please”. Stuff the
new roads I say; how about giving us back the
roads we used to have?

Hi once again. Are you ready to ride the soul
train? If so get on board and lets get the stocks
rolling.
CD OF THE MONTH...
NEAR MISSES
This month we turn the
spotlight on a few excellent
CDs that have been released over the past few
months, unfortunately pipped to the CD of the
month post. But these are not also rans, all very
worthy (except for one) of your attention and will
nicely fill a space in your Christmas soul stocking.

Mention is made of “recycled cooking oil at 3p a
gallon”. How long will that be true once it is used
more widely as a substitute for gasoline/diesel? In
July 2002 the UK government passed legislation
to give ‘biodiesel’ a 20p reduction in tax compared
to the current rate for ultra low sulphur diesel fuel,
(27.10 pence per litre instead of 47.10 pence with
unleaded at 50.19 pence, all plus VAT) but it won’t
take them long to change it back once there’s a
decent profit to be made (and where do you get
15 gallons of cooking oil in one go? That’s a heck
of a lot of chips!). Additionally, the user is
expected to keep all the records and make their
own tax payments to Customs and Excise – far
too much like hard work for me. Buying tax paid
vegetable oil from an existing tax registered
producer is an option but no doubt has hidden

JEFFREE...
LOVE
DON'T
COME
STRONGER.The best of... Expansion 4

NO

Jeffree formerly known
as
Jeff
Perry first
released
material
in
1975, then reinvented
himself in 1979 as
Jeffree. I have to say that
the title track is one of
my personal all time
favourite records. 'Love
Don't Come No Stronger (Than Yours And Mine)'
is a brilliant mid-tempo lilter, that never tires with
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repeated plays, which brings forth new
dimensions and discoveries to the listener in its
hidden depth, a genuine all time soul classic, that
rightly so was a big R&B hit. This track should be
in everyone's soul box.

Other soul luminaries on the album include Carl
Simms, King Floyd, Dorothy Moore, Johnnie
Taylor, George Jackson, but also some of the
label’s lesser known singers, such as New
Orleans native Richard Caiton* whose pulsating
falsetto hits home on 'I'm Gonna Love You More'
an irresistible dancer, and Chuck Brooks
previously unissued catchy beater 'Last Minute
Plans' from 1999, and one of the standout tracks
on display here. Brooks was the co writer, along
with H Banks of J Blackfoot's biggy 'Taxi'. Ex
Spinner, G C Cameron pops up on many labels
and compilations. Here we have one of his
greatest soul moments, the infectious catchy
'Caught In Your Love Trap', simply majestic class.

So what else do we have? Subtitled The Best Of,
it's a terrific album. Although nothing comes close
to the title track, it really is loaded with real soul
gems. The twelve tracks, each one full of soul, are
drawn from JEFFREE MCA album from 1979, and
his CALL IT LOVE
Creative Outlet album
from 1996, plus classy
single outings on Arista
and Epic between 1975
and 1977. So the gems
among so many which
deserve a mention are his
Epic 45 'Call On Me' an
up-tempo delight. 'Call It
Love' is a down-tempo
jewel. 'Love Loan' is a
wicked tuneful seventies
style dancer. On 'Take My
Love' his Marvin Gaye
styled vocals wring every drop of emotion from the
lyrics, as on 'Change Places', which follows the
same pattern. 'Love's Gonna Last' and 'Mr Fix-It'
are a couple of tasty steppers. This has filled a
few healthy gaps in my collection. Jeffree's heart
rending vocals make this my kind of soul music,
and comes very recommended to all lovers of real
soul,
RATING (out of 5) 4¼ Soulboys

Sam
Dee’s,
the
incomparable
Alabama
heavyweight, previously unissued 1977 recording
'What We Have To Do', cut at the same session
as the lovely twosome 'My World'/'Say Yeah', it's a
fine up-tempo offering, not one of his best. Talking
of Sir Dee, he co wrote Ben E King's tremendous
'Standing In The Wings Of Heartache' and
featured here is Ted Taylor's version which is
every bit as good. The Patterson Twins 'I Need
Your Love' is a modern soul gem. There are loads
of other great toe tapping tracks. I like this album
a lot.
RATING (out of 5) 4¼ Soulboys


* Grapevine have just released the CD
REFLECTIONS, a full set from Richard Caiton.
Could be interesting.
BOBBY BLUE BLAND.... BLUES AT MIDNIGHT
Malaco
Every new release by BOB,
now 73, this being his twelfth
for Malaco, you know it's
going to be, if no real
surprises, a winner. Not a
computer in sight, well maybe
on the mixing desk, but no
expense has been spared,
because Bland gets the full works, an army of real
musicians busting out of every groove.


VARIOUS.... AMERICA'S MOST WANTED
Grapevine 3007
This,
a
marvellous
compilation of Malaco's
in demand mid-tempo
sides, is geared to UK's
Modern Soul scene, but
that doesn't mean you
can't enjoy them in the
privacy
of
your
bedroom. Malaco are
probably
more
commonly regarded for their Southern Soul and
country soul bluesy releases, so the content is not
what one might think of as typically Malaco.
Represented here are recordings covering a
period of thirty years at the Malaco studios in
Jackson Mississippi, sequenced chronologically,
starting in 1971 with Hank Samples’ classy
shuffler 'Got To Find The Nerve' through to 2002
with Johnnie Taylor's son, Floyd Taylor on a
shimmering slightly down tempo groove 'When
We Touch'; yes real soul music is still being
made.

I like Bobby Bland, he's been around a long, long
time and yet whenever you listen to his work you
can see how he has slightly adapted to the
musical fashions of the times, yet he still sounds
like his own boss, and still rooted way back in the
alley. The heartbreaking opener, Frederick
Knights 'Where Do I Go From Here' is a deep
slowie, very well performed, but it's the country
flavoured blues sound of 'The Only Thing Missing
Is You' where Bland puts his all into the song, the
backing vocals, horns and piano add greatly to the
effect. 'My Sunday Coming Soon' is another
favourite, slow tempo with the backing and brass
really heightening the effect. A bittersweet
melancholy crossover with 'You Hit The Nail On
9

The Head' is in a lazy blues bag. 'I've Got The
Blues At Midnight' is similar smoky blues with
blaring brass. The final track 'Ghetto Nights'
complete with sirens, police radio sounds, is an
emotive night tour of the darker side of town, but
apart from insomniac cockroaches he's safe
inside his warm home, tucked up in his Baby's
arms, the brass section again adds to the general
feeling, incorporating a marvellous hook, Bland at
his soulful best.

release the label had.
Other standouts are female group/lead Known
Facts who offer us a tender ballad in 'How Can I
Believe In You', whereas Silk Storm 'Love Will
Make You Feel Better' is a typical delicious
sweetish vocal group offering with falsetto and
harmonising. Jimmy Mack wants to share his
'Love Junkie' tale, an off mid paced high vocal
ditty. The star pick is Willie Walker (not the Willie
Walker that put out some corkers on Goldwax and
Checker) with an expressive wailing deep ballad 'I
Love Her', as Southern deep as it can get, a
spoken bridge adding to the atmosphere. Brilliant,
yes I have to say that again, brilliant. The Willie
Clayton tracks have seen the rounds before on a
CD shared with Bobby McClure, in 1992 on
Demon, so if you have that in your collection this
will give you only ten fresh tracks.
RATING (out of 5) 3½ Soulboys

There's a couple of duff tracks, dozens of
phlegmmy snorts, oh Lords, but the overall
standard is a high as you'd expect from Bland's
familiar recognised rasping chocolate tones, who
must be one of the most consistent, if at times
predictable, Soul merchants of his time. Thanks to
Dave Thomas for this one.
RATING (out of 5) 4 Soulboys





VARIOUS....PAWN STARS...Hi HILO 193
CLAY HAMMOND... I KISSED HER GONE
Evejim 2068
Clay Hammond is
another class soul
act that can normally
be relied upon to
supply the goods.
Unfortunately
this
latest release lacks
something, although
there are a couple of
marvellous tracks, I
guess the absence of real instruments, except for
a live guitar, it's the dreaded synthesisers
programming, along with some sub standard
songs, may go some way to explain the rather
bland feeling across the majority of this album.

By 1974 Willie Mitchell was now Vice President of
the entire Hi operation. He set up the Pawn, a
Memphis label, being an offshoot of Hi Records.
DJs and some commentators were beginning to
say that Mitchell’s productions had become
formulaic, and that all the releases on Hi sounded
the same. To combat this he formed Pawn with
the objectives to give freshness to the output, and
to give new and untried talent a chance, but to
these ears the Hi stamp is replicated over the
majority of these tracks. Pawn yielded no big hits
and folded in 1976, releasing just twelve singles,
which are all featured here in chronological order.

The two tracks in question are the opening ballad,
a beautiful yet tortured, title track 'I Kissed Her
Gone' written by William Bell and Louis Ragland,
Hammond just about competes with the brilliant
original recorded by Bill Spoon from 1990, who
just gets the edge over Hammond, and an old
fashioned Sam Cooke style mid pacer 'I Don't
Believe You'. The remaining tracks are very sub
standard. Hammond treads on many grounds.
He's down in blues alley on 'Viagra' a story about
a 21 year old girl and a 55 year old male, it's not
lyrically that amusing either, load of twaddle
methinks. 'New Line Dance' really cracks along,
without really hitting home. He slows it down on
the passable beat ballad 'Wife Woman and
Hoochie'. 'Leon Stole My Freak' relates to 'Streets
Will Love You', and Leon Haywood, who had a
sizeable hit with it. Anyway it's a boring tongue in
cheek up beat number.
Clay Hammond, as many TFTW's have
witnessed, is Soul through and through, it's just

A young fledgling 18 year old Willie Clayton, in
search of a recording outlet, finds himself in
Memphis where he secures a deal with Pawn, and
is granted six singles over the life of the label.
These historical releases are mainly upbeat cuts,
but among them there are some beautiful ballads,
via his soulfully emotive voice, 'I Must Be Losing
You', 'Say Yes To Love', 'When I'm Gone', and his
first of many recordings of the mid paced tuneful
jogger 'Hello How Have You Been'. His lively gritty
Memphis soul 'Baby You're Ready', is young Willie
at his maturing best, and probably the strongest
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the Magic City office, helping the label’s existing
acts that gloried in such names as Mad Dog and
The Pups, Gaslight to name two. He still only had
a reputation as a dancer, not a singer, and helped
the acts with their choreography, and stage craft.

this time around he has tripped up with some
awful lacklustre material. Hammond is normally a
must buy, but in future I'll listen first or pass over.
RATING (out of 5) 1 Soulboys



Still looking for a way of getting into the Magic City
Studios, Oliver's shy nature was given a boost of
confidence with a debut stage appearance. His
sister’s boyfriend’s group, The Young Sirs, asked
Cheatham if he knew anyone that could sing to
join the group; bashful as ever Cheatham told him
about a guy, whom they went to see. As it turned
out during the audition it was Cheatham's vocals
that won the day. He agreed to sing with the group
for just the one date, but the response gave him
encouragement, and he was given the job as lead
singer. Magic City were suitably impressed which
lead to his first release, a ballad 'Something The
Matter With Your Heart' which became a big hit
around Detroit. The group moved onto a larger
Detroit label Uptight Productions, where they
recorded four singles, and did quite a bit of touring
around America, but when the vice-president of
the label was killed the company dissolved.

AMAZING BUT TRUE SOUL FACTS
Gil Scott-Heron since his debut album in 1970 has
established himself without doubt as the leader of
black political no nonsense street poetry. But did
you know his father Gil Heron Snr was once a star
footballer in Scotland? Although Gilbert Heron
only played for one season in Scottish football, he
managed to capture the staunch imagination of
one section of Glasgow's fiercely partisan
footballing community.

In 1951 a young Jamaican signed to Celtic on
transfer from the American soccer team Chicago
Maroons, and soon became the talk of Scotland.
Within days of his debut, the press and public had
christened him The Black Arrow. Gil Scott-Heron’s
father was certainly the first black to play in the
Scottish League, and played in the same Celtic
team as the legendary Jock Stein. He returned to
America after failing to come to terms with the
severe Scottish winters, but stayed long enough to
marry a Scottish woman, who became ScottHeron Jnr’s step mother. Gil once said, “I
sometimes write poetry in a way like Otis sings.”

Around 1974 the group split up and Cheatham
was left in limbo, so he moved to Seattle,
Washington, where he hung out with a cousin. He
got involved with a new group, but attempts to
secure a record deal proved elusive. He returned
to Detroit and tried another group Round Trip who
just happened to be looking for a lead singer.
Round Trip were managed by the late Al Perkins,
and with Cheatham now amongst their ranks,
Perkins was able to get Round Trip a deal with
MCA Records, but at the back of Perkins’ mind,
the addition of Cheatham to the group was
sparking off new ideas. With the intention of
developing Cheatham into a solo artist, he made
Cheatham even more of the group's frontman by
actually re-naming the group Oliver.

SOUL DOCTOR
A throw away comment in TFTW 28 brought forth
the question who is Oliver Cheatham. Well 1983
was the year of Cheatham, he shone through the
disco fodder, with his international hit 'Get Down
Saturday Night' but he had much more to offer
than his dance floor delight.
Oliver was born on the East side of
Detroit in 1948. Cheatham, as with so
many soul singers, started singing
gospel at his mother’s church. Outside
the church no one knew he could sing,
as he was very shy, but he did get into
dancing in a big way. He would sing at
home listening to Frankie Lymon and
Sam and Dave. He was bashful, but at
weekends he found the courage to
entertain the family, but only after a
whip round. (Money Dr Dale).

Following the release of the second Round Trip
album NOW OLIVER in 1979, Perk dissolved the
group and began grooming Cheatham,
although he had other acts such as Al
Hudson's One Way and Alicia Myers on
his hands, so Cheatham had to be
patient for his chance. In the interim,
Cheatham helped around Perkin's office
and contributed background vocals to
fellow Detroit artists One Way and Alicia
Myers albums and their stage shows.
One Way along with Perkins productions
were riding the disco wave, but were
capable of knocking out a few pleasant
sugary deep ballads, 'Guess You Didn't
Know' comes to mind.

Cheatham cut his first record for a local Detroit
label, Magic City, when he was fifteen. Waiting for
his chance to go into the studio, he hung around

In 1981 Cheatham came to Perkins, with the
demo of 'Get Down Saturday Night', a kind of
extension to what Perkins was already laying
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down. So in 1982 Cheatham's first solo album
THE BOSS was released. Al Perkins was
murdered in early 1983, so his sister Vee Allen
took over managing Cheatham. A few months
later he exploded onto the scene with 'Get Down
Saturday Night', you know the one where
Cheatham's keenly soulful vocals ride over the
clipped staccato riff, real sweat shop boogie. The
album of the same name followed shortly, which
not only included the monster hit, but some
remarkable ballads.

SOUL/R&B released in the UK
November 1965. Well this month doesn't exactly
jump out and hit you. Have padded it out with a bit
more Trench Town than usual, which I know
some readers are interested in.
Laural Aitken

Alton & The Flames
The Baron
Fontella Bass
Theo Beckford

Side two opens with three slowies, some thirteen
minutes of authentic smooch. The Isleyish 'Do Me
Right', he cuddles the melody and out falsetto's
The Isley Brothers. ''Never Gonna Give You Up' is
a deep delight, with its angelic female chorus and
acoustic guitar, as he wails his message to his
Lady. 'Through It All' is a powerful wailer, which
opens with crystal clear falsetto, before shifting
into baritone, then into a gentle absorbing gem of
a ballad, complete with killer rap in the middle,
brilliant.

Baba Brooks
Donald Byrd
Chubby Checker

How Can I Forget You/Weeping & Crying
Island 252
Dance Crasher/Baba Brooks : Vitamin
A
Island 239
Is A Bluebird Blue/In The Mood Sue 398
Rescue Me/Soul Of The Man Chess 8023
Trench Town People/Pioneers : Sometime
Island 238
One Eyed Giant/Walk Out On Me Ska 220
Boom Boom/See See Rider
Verve 532
What You Do To Me/Two Hearts Make
One Love
Cameo Parkway 965

Fats Domino

What's That You Got/It's Never Too Late
Mercury ?
Don Drummond
University Goes Ska/Derrick & Noami :
Pain In My Heart
Island 242
The Four Tops
Something About You/Darling I Hum Our
Song
Tamla Motown 542
Marvin Gaye
Ain't That Peculiar/She's Got To Be Real
Tamla Motown 539
Bud Harper
Mr Soul/Let Me Love You Vocalion 9252
Derrick Harriott
My Three Loves/Jerk
Island 237
Roy Head
Just A Little Bit/Treat Me Right Pye 25340
Justin Hines/Dominoes Lucky Seven/Tomorrow Is Another
Day
Island 244

The follow up single was the solid mid tempo sexy
groover 'Bless The Ladies' over the One Way
backing Cheatham vocals plead and promise to
stay with his lady, which featured a softly singing
female backing support repeating "bless the
ladies, bless the girls, what would you do without
us in this world". Cheatham's other charting
singles included the top 40 R&B hit 'S.O.S',
'Celebrate Our Love', and two duets with Jocelyn
Brown 'Turn Out The Lights' and 'Mindbuster'.
Other singles were 'Mama Said', 'Put A Little Love
In Your Heart', 'Things To Make U Happy' and
'Wish On A Star'. Oliver Cheatham finally arrived
in 1983, hung around for a few years, then ????.
PARTY TIME
Don't forget the big night at the King and Queen,
th
Foley Street. 5 December 2003. Everybody is
welcome to party with two old gits, Brian Jessup
and Myself. The evening includes a rare solo
appearance by James Hunter, a buffet featuring
the best chicken legs in central London, plus hot
rocking tunes, and a remarkable one off
experience as Keith will model some of his winter
head attire. Incredible as it seems it's all free, so
be there, Woody would.

The Impressions Amen/Long Long Winter HMV 1492
Paul Kelly
Chills & Fever/Only Your Love
Atlantic 4053
Patti La Belle
All Or Nothing/You Forgot How To Love
Atlantic 4055
Levon & The Hawks Stones I Throw/He Don't Love You
Atlantic 4054
The Mad Lads
Don't Have To Shop Around/Tearmaker
Atlantic 4051

BUNNY NEWS
Well we do after all have a Bunny hopping over to
visit the UK, but alas not in London. He is part of
the Original Philly Soul Tour as previously
mentioned in the last issue, but Bunny is only
listed to appear at a Soul weekender in the Hilton
Hotel, Blackpool 2nd to 4th January 2004. We can
but hope he joins the tour bus by accident and
finds himself in London with nothing to do, except
turn up at the Jazz Cafe. Some hope.

The Miracles
Willie Mitchell
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My Girl Has Gone/Since You Won My
Heart
Tamla Motown 540
Everything's Gonna Be Alright/That
Driving Beat
London 10004

The Personalities
Wilson Pickett
Otis Redding
L Simpson
The Supremes
Lord Tanamo
The Temptations
Jackie Wilson

Hey Little Girl/Teardrops
Ska 222
Don't Fight It/It's All Over
Atlantic 4052
My Girl/Down In The Valley Atlantic 4050
Red River Valley/Eight People Ska 221
I Hear A Symphony/Who Could Ever
Doubt My Love
Tamla Motown 543
In The Mood For Ska/You Never Know
Ska 224
My Baby/Don't Look Back
Tamla Motown 541
I Believe I'll Love On/Lonely Teardrops
Coral 72482

Wilkinson's 60th birthday do and Kay Martin's first
visit to London - that probably the rest of the
Woodies were all broke and too worn out to
attend. The Funkster himself confided that he
wasn't too flush himself, being on unofficial strike
because the chief Woody hadn't printed his
column last month, (this does tend to happen
when the column hasn’t been submitted – H) and
none of us illustrious regular contributors had
received our usual big fat monthly fee of 1000
Albanian leks (worth about 2p I believe) (this does
tend to happen when the editor is planning his trip
to Utrecht… someone’s gotta pay – H).

My top five of the month. The Mad Lads, The
Impressions, Willie Mitchell (b side), Wilson
Pickett, and Marvin Gaye. Coming next month by
request Bobby 'Dr Love' Sheen, and all the usual
soul patter that matters, so stay tuned. Bye Bye.

Anyway, giving up on me, the young Spanish lady
kept drifting off to other parts of the huge pub in
search of younger but less good-looking talent
than yours truly (I'm afraid some people have to
be content with second best) and asking me to
look after her handbag (she'd obviously sussed
me out by then!) Really, first to be mistaken for a
table clearer, then for a cloakroom attendant! Do I
look like some wretched menial? Don't answer
that, just come and insult me on the Amnesty
International Reception desk like all the other
middle-class do-gooders ('Hey, menial, fetch me
your Secretary General now, and call me a cab in
20 minutes, I haven't got all day to talk to the likes
of you!')

Remember you're in safe
soul hands with......

SOULBOY
Keep on keeping on.









Halloween Meet-up
It was All Hallows' Eve when I braved the evil
spirits, hob-goblins and witches on broomsticks to
meet up with my fellow Woodies at one of our
favourite watering-holes, The Shakespeare in
Kingsway. The place was packed when I arrived
just before 7pm, but the only face I recognized
was The Funkster seated at a table with a pretty
girl. I went over, and the girl, obviously mistaking
me for one of the Wetherspoon barmen, asked
me to get the table cleared and cleaned up pronto
as it looked untidy. I did try to get The Funkster
removed, but he wasn't budging, so I got him a
drink and told him to stop annoying the young
lady, who then smiled and started chatting me up.
I hadn't the heart to tell her I was a lost cause as
far as pretty young Spanish girls were concerned,
but boy was she persistent!

Well, it certainly had been a busy month. The two
birthday bashes were very enjoyable, and I'd had
two meet-ups with Kay Martin, co-founder with
Elaine Orlando of the original Jerry Lee Lewis fan
club. Also present over the two days she spent in
London were Breathless Dan Coffey resplendent
in a beard and a light blue drape, Chris O'Dell,
The Funkster, Lee Wilkinson, Graham Knight,
Terry and Hazel Adams, Darren Vidler plus
several other Jerry Lee fans who were on the
Ferriday Ride last year. Ken Major also saw Kay
over the weekend. Woodsy couldn't make it, but I
met him and the two Brian's at the 100 Club for an
excellent gig by Mike Sanchez, an event which
Graham, Kay and Darren sadly missed due to a
prior engagement with a spaghetti bolognaise.
Back to the Shakespeare, and the Spanish girl
had now returned to our table and was writing a
letter to Dr Dale no less. She kept asking us how
to spell things like: 'seduction' and the correct
grammar for 'I've spiked the English poofter's beer
with a date-rape drug'. I quickly swapped my drink
with The Funkster, but it had absolutely no effect
on his iron constitution. We were just about to call
it a day, when Scottish Mick and David 'Hot Rock'
Carroll arrived. Mick mistook the Spanish girl for a
new Woody, and started chatting her up,
whereupon she stopped writing for advice from Dr
Dale and handed out Spanish cigarettes to all and
sundry. Then, deciding she really couldn't take on
four Woodies with possibly more arriving, she left,
but not before smiling sweetly and saying: 'Adios

As I tried to have an interesting conversation with
The Funkster about some of the events of the
past month the young lady kept interrupting with
offers to be my au pair, have my love-child and
run off to Gretna Green together (do young
heteros still do that by the way?) I just smiled
sweetly, as The Funkster and I wondered whether
any more Woodies would turn up, or whether the
ghosties and beasties abroad had scared them all
off or worse.
We decided that there had been so many social
occasions in October already - Hemsby, Woodsy
and Darren's birthday bash, the Fireball Mail 40th
anniversary Convention in Holland, Tony
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amigos. See you all next month.'

Boom Boom
Hi Keith,
I feel I must tell the 'Tales From The Woods'
th
people about the great night I had on October 17
at Sutton United F.C.’s Boom Boom Club where I
went to see Otis Grand’s Big Band with Soulboy’s
brother Rod. We just caught the last four numbers
of a young (12/13 years old) band. I can’t
remember their name but their last two numbers
were the best when an adult bottleneck guitarist
came on and they sang a blues number, ending
with ‘Wooly Bully’, the old Sam the Sham track
which has always been a favourite of mine. Then
came the real blues band, Otis Grand, who
started off with two instrumentals, one fast and
one slow, with a B B King sound. Then he brought
on Jimmy Thomas who has taken over from
Brother Roy Oakley. Jimmy comes from St Louis,
Missouri and started his career with Ike Turner.
His first number was ‘No More Doggin’ followed by
‘Surely I Love You’, both Roscoe Gordon songs,
then two Lowell Fulsom numbers, ‘Reconsider
Baby’ and ‘So Long (How I Hate To See You Go)’
and a couple of Howlin’ Wolf things, ‘Smokestack
Lightnin’ and ‘Shake For Me’. A few more
numbers and then he went off stage for a rest.
The piano player gave us a boogie woogie
number followed by the saxes and then Otis did
‘Blues From The Heart’ where he did his
walkabout, playing great guitar, stopping to play
mainly to the beautiful girls in the audience. Then
Jimmy came back with lots more songs; the ones
that stand out are ‘The Thing That I Used To Do’
(Guitar Slim), great guitar on this, a few Big Joe
Turner Rock’n’Roll numbers, ‘Flip, Flop And Fly’
and ‘Lipstick, Powder And Paint’, and finished off
with two encores, ending a brilliant evening with B
B King’s ‘Sweet Sixteen’. A great time was had by
all after almost two hours of non-stop blues and a
pint of beer was a reasonable price (£2), unlike
the Jazz Café which was £3.05 last time I went for
a bad pint.
Little Brian Jessup (Brain)
P.S. this was another gig that
was not listed in TFTW.

Eventually the clan started to gather, but we were
missing the Woody in Chief himself. Finally,
around 9pm, he arrived with Martyn Harvey and
Shaky Lee Wilkinson in tow. They'd been to the
NFT to see a film featuring Steve Earle. After a
quick drink, David 'Hot Rock' and The Funkster
decided to miss the meal, and 8 of us departed for
our favourite Italian restaurant, the Verdi in
Southampton Row.
Alan Hardcastle, John 'Soulboy', Scottish Mick,
Brian 'The Rocker' Jessup, Woody, Shaky Lee,
Martyn and yours truly had a pleasant meal
together, but we missed all of you other Woodies
who couldn't make it. (Rumour had it that Mr
Angry
was
attending
Michael
Howard's
inauguration dinner at The Savoy, probably along
with Tony Wilkinson and Dr Dale. I also have it on
good authority that Dr Dale was considering
offering himself up for election as next Tory
leader, but the Party persuaded him that after IDS
they needed a trusty stalwart from the
Thatcher/Major eras to act as 'caretaker' leader
before Dr Dale got his big chance. This would also
give Charles the chance to groom Jerry Lee,
Linda Gail and Frankie Jean for his Cabinet.)
After the meal, I hopped on my warlock's
broomstick to get home by midnight, but the traffic
was terrible - have you ever seen a broomstick
gridlock over Hyde Park Corner? It is not a pretty
sight, even for Harry Potter fans. As I left, the
seven other Woodies were being plied with free
early Christmas drinks by the Italian restaurant,
and I last saw them dancing on tables and
throwing pasta at each other. I hope they sober up
before Utrecht and the Rhythm Riot.
Tony ‘Pumpkin’ Papard









Letters to the Editor

Here are my top ten British
bands seen over the last year;

Dear Editor
Deranged Doctor Disturbs Everyone
Well done Nick Cobban! I too am appalled by the
extreme right wing ravings of Doctor Dale, his
obsession with Woking Rovers Football Club and
the smell of his revolting pipe. Can this eccentric
buffoon not get a life? As a socialist, a member of
the Fabian Society and a keen Guardian reader, I
feel it is high time the 'Deranged Doctor' was
publicly horse-whipped and then burnt at the
stake. Perhaps this would teach him a few
manners.
Yours etc.
Dart Carson

1. Mike Sanchez
2. Otis Grand (he’s American
but the band is British)
3. James Hunter
4. The Avengers
5. Big Boy Bloater
6. Big Joe Louis
7. Paul Lamb
8. Cadillac Kings
9. Metrotones
10. Darrel Higham
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Talking of Top Tens…
There’s nothing like a personal favourites list to
cause a stir. Soulboy picked up a couple of J.L.L.
‘B’ sides that he couldn’t do without and I myself
was surprised to see none of the ‘Challenge’ cuts
included in the Gene Vincent list. But that’s what
makes the idea interesting – keep it up Bunter; I
look forward to your future choices.
Soulboy, your lists of singles are indeed mouthwatering but, when you pick out something
special, how about a reference to its availability?
Otherwise, I love your column, keep on keeping
on.
Steve Howarth







Thursday 4th September
Sainsbury’s having a clear-out; Rod Stewart
'Sings The Great American Songbook' a collection
of 'standards' sung by old Rodders. Not everyone
likes his voice but I used to have some of his solo
albums. It'll go to a good home at £3.99.
Saturday 6th September
Got a ticket to see 'Who's Who' at The Half Moon
Putney, only £6, We get down there only to find
the gig has been cancelled, So it's a few sherberts
and search out a local curry house.
Monday 8th September
Me and three mates have decided to go over to
Holland for The Dutch Jerry Lee club’s 40th
Anniversary in October. I've been given a hotel not
far from the gig so I rang up and reserved some
rooms. Sorted.
Tuesday 9th September
Brought Carl Jackson & Emmylou Harris 'Duets'.
Recorded in 1992 but not released at the time.
Also for £4.99 a 3 CD set on Pulse 'Rock Baby
Rock It (Record Hop Rock'n'Roll)’. All originals.
NDT had reviewed it and reckoned it was good
value at around £7.95 so it was a steal at a penny
under £5.00.
Friday 12th September
A buddy from Margate in Kent rings and tells me
that Johnny Cash had died. A quick flick through
Teletext reveals more details. After the recent
death of Sam Phillips this ain't a day for bad news.
Saturday 13th September
The current issue of 'TFTW' is waiting for me
when I get home from work. My mate Al rings and
tells me he's got a limited edition of the Dixie
Chicks 'Home' with a free DVD thrown in. Tesco’s
£9.89 good value for money. Dixons are selling a
DVD Recorder for £299… shit that's damn cheap.
Almost tempted but I got a good player recently
for £65. 00 (Reduced from £200).
Monday 15th September
My mate Al got two tickets for The Dixie Chicks at
The Royal Albert Hall on the net for £65.00, but he
says 'My treat'. He loans me the DVD of the
Chicks concert for me to play.



Funkster ‘s Secret Journal
Hey it's nearly Christmas already. I'd been so busy
I really didn't have the opportunity to send a
column for the October issue of the magazine. I
always meant to but time passes so quickly. So I
thought a little taster of my comings and goings
and the goodies I've bought.
Saturday 30th August
Noticed in the current issue of CMP that The
Mavericks are appearing at Fairfield Hall in
st
Croydon on October 21 . I'll go down there and
pick up a couple of tickets. Came away with 2
seats in row D (27 and 28) in the front stalls. I met
up with a buddy Al and we had a few beers.
Thought we'd go see the new Lara Croft movie
'Cradle of Life', Waste of time.
Tuesday 2nd September
I normally reserve Tuesdays for slipping into the
West End. A £2.00 bus pass is all I need. Not a lot
to see in HMV but I spotted an Ace compilation
'Shoo be Doo be Doo Wop' for £3.99. 18 tracks of
stuff by The Jacks, The Teen Queens, The
Penguins, and The Cadets amongst others. Down
Berwick Street the bookshop has a biography on
Gram Parsons 'Gods Own Singer’ only 3 notes.

Wednesday 3rd September
Gillian Welch down at The Shepherds Bush
Empire. Place is packed out. Two sets excellent.

The Chicks gig is a sell out but we've got a good
view from the side. Support act is a country rock
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group 'The Thorns'. Where's me coke bottle,
bleedin’ upstarts. We want the Chicks. Bloody
good evening, on par with Gillian Welch but whilst
Welch is totally acoustic, the Chicks have a solid
band with them.
Tuesday 16th September
Got a mate to copy the Chicks DVD for me onto
another DVD. (Ahem. As such an action would be
illegal, I am sure the Funkster meant to say that
he met a man down the pub who offered to copy
the DVD but, being an upright law abiding citizen,
the Funkster refused the offer and immediately
ordered an original copy from a retail outlet next
door to the pub – H)
Wednesday 17th September
Two CDs arrived from Finbarr in Dover. I'd
ordered 'Like Elvis Used To Do’ - Billy Swan and a
BGO 2 on 1 of two 60's LPs of Chuck Berry 'You
Never Can Tell/The Latest and The Greatest'
about £12 for the two.
Saturday 20th September
The Chicks DVD comes back with a copy (again,
he means that the original DVD he ordered arrived
in the post – H). Play about 40 minutes of it, but
am meant to be meeting a mate who lives in Hove
so I gotta shift some butt to get down there by
early afternoon. Timed it right; the sun was out
and it was great (last good weekend of the
summer). A few beers and a wander round
Brighton. Headed back to London about 10pm or
so.
Tuesday 23rd September
A buddy who lives in Wales has sent me CD-R of
The Killer in concert from September 12th in
Jacksonville Florida he dedicates 'Vacation in
Heaven' to Cash who'd died that very day. Lewis
Sounds in good shape and also performs a good
'Little Queenie' for the Jacksonville audience.
Wednesday 24th September
A good friend of mine who lives in Llandudno,
North Wales is down in Ilford for a couple of days
to sort out the house that she used to live in (her
husband died of a heart attack in June 1999 two
days after we'd come back from a trip to New
York). After a few beers and a curry, I've got shift
my backside back to SW London and I got home
around midnight or just after.
Friday 26th September
HMV have another Sale on. Much of the stuff is
the usual shit, if I ain't got it then I don't want it...
but the Elvis 'That's The Way It Is' DVD is only
£6.99 so I can't pass that up. In the country
section a new double CD by Asleep At The Wheel
'Live in Oklahoma' is only £10.99; yep some nice
goodies. A quick look in Mr. CD in Berwick Street;
the new Mavericks Album for a tenner, love the
group it'll be good to hear something new by
them.
Monday 29th September
Jerry Lee's birthday today, Cheers Killer, have a
good un.
Tuesday 30th September.

Needed some more blank CD-Rs so I shot into
town (there's a place off the Edgware Road do
74s for only 45p, elsewhere it's rip-off charges £10
for 10, stick it mate). Picked up another copy of
'Rock It Baby Rock It' it'll make a birthday treat for
a certain lady who lives in Shirley Southampton
(She's a big Willie Nelson fan but also digs J. L. L.
and good Rock’n’Roll)
Friday 3rd October
Local charity shop has a CD tower in the window
for £5.00 (it only holds 40 CDs but that'll do).
Thursday 9th October
The remake of 'The Italian Job' is showing at my
local Odeon worth spending an afternoon.
Friday 10th October
The meet up at The King and Queen, Woody’s
birthday 'Do'; I had things to do at home like
getting everything ready for the trip to Holland. I
rang his home and left a message, told him a
couple of CDs and a card are on its way.
Saturday 11th October
My birthday today. I gotta be at Waterloo
International by 10 am so if any prezzies come or
cards, bleeding tough shit Mr. Postie. At the
Station I ran into Breathless Dan Coffey, ain't
seen him in about 10 years but have spoken on
the phone a few times and the odd letter. Typically
dressed in a drape Dan doesn't give a monkeys,
quite right too. The Eurostar to Brussels only
takes 2 hours 20 minutes, whisking through the
Kent countryside then through the Channel
Tunnel, about 20 minutes later you're in France.
We all hook up at Brussels for the train to Holland.
Dan's in fine fettle, telling us about his visits to
Memphis years ago and some of the records he'd
picked up. He'd met up with Jerry Lee, Sam
Phillips, and Judd. The train journey through to
our destination only took 1½ hours and a brief cab
ride to our hotel. Jerry Lee's sister Linda Gail is
guest of honour.
Monday 13th October
One of my birthday
presents is 'The Brian
Epstein Story'. (I'm still
reading a biography on
Robert Mitchum 'Baby I
Don't Care' that I brought
to read while I was
holidaying in New York).

Wednesday 15th October
Collected the developed photos from my Dutch
trip. Who is that woman sitting on my lap I don't
remember her. (Actually I DO but I’m not certain
that hubby would approve). Nice pics of Linda Gail
with Dan (her and Norwegian performer Stephen
Ackles dedicated 'Danny Boy' to Mr. Coffey)
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So that's it folks, next time Bill Wyman's Rhythm
Kings at The Albert (with Chas and Dave as
support) and back down at Fairfield, Elkie Brooks.
It's all going on. Arnie is now governor of
California; Den is back in the Square (Dirty Den
Watts back from the dead), Elvis Costello
marrying Diana Krall (lucky bastard). Will she be
Krall, Costello or McManus (is his dad Ross still
amongst the living - does anybody really care?)
Don't forget Linda Gail Lewis at The Half Moon
Putney on November 22nd.
(All
taken
from
the
FUNKSTERS
SECRET
JOURNAL-selected highlights
1970-1990
going
to
be
published by Bear Family
books early 2005)

The Funkster








C.D. REVIEWS
Friday 17th October
Kay Martin who had flown to Holland for the Linda
Gail gig was staying at The Strand Palace in
London (she's known Jerry Lee since 1958).
Tuesday 21st October
Picked up a couple of CDs 'Bouquet Of Roses'Eddy Arnold on Prism only £4.99 27 country hits
from the 40s/50s includes I'm Throwing Rice, I'll
Hold You In My Heart, Just a Little Lovin' and Why
Should I Cry Over You. The second 'Candy
Kisses'-George Morgan on LIVING ERA 28
country hits all out of copyright. Room Full Of
Roses, Almost, I Love Nobody But You, and Cry
Baby Heart. Both exceed 70 minutes running time
and a fine way to pick up some of those Country
classics.
21st October (PM)

Hard Rock Bunter, a.k.a. Brian Clark) with a look at

Various Artistes - Johnny's Blues - Northern
Blues NBM 0017
Train Of Love (Paul Reddick) Get Rhythm (Clarence
"Gate-Mouth" Brown and Benjy Davis) Walking The
Blues (Maria Muldaur) Rock Island Line (Chris
Thomas King) I Walk The Line (Garland Jeffreys)
Folsom Prison Blues (Blackie and The Rodeo Kings)
Long Black Veil (Harry Manx) Sunday Morning Comin'
Down (Alvin Youngblood Hart) Frankie's Man Johnny
(Sleepy Labeef) Redemption (Corey Harris) Send A
Picture Of Mother (Kevin Breit) Big River (Colin
Linden) Will The Circle Be Unbroken (Mavis Staples)

Another tribute to the
Man In Black, this one
comes from Canada
and features a range
of artistes familiar and
unfamiliar to me. Of
the latter, I enjoyed
Paul
Reddick's
treatment of Cash's
Sun classic, with its
Delta blues feel and atmospheric harmonica
blowing by Reddick himself and Garland Jeffreys'
version of J.C.'s calling-card is likeable, with a
nice use of accordion throughout. Not so nice,

Headed down to Croydon to see the Mavericks,
Excellent gig; had everyone standing for 'Dance
The Night Away'. As an encore they performed a
reggae instrumental version of 'The Third Man
Theme' leading into Van Morrison's 'Bright Side Of
The Road', nearly 2 hours on stage. Support act
was singer/Songwriter Kevin Montgomery. His
only claim to fame was that his dad (Bob) once
sang with Buddy Holly (Kev sang 'Flower Of My
Heart'). Monty senior became a respected
producer in Nashville.
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however, is Blackie and The Rodeo Kings' take on
"Folsom Prison"; for this desecration they should
be sent there. Harry Manx is much kinder to "Long
Black Veil", while Kevin Breit's instrumental
version of "Send A Picture Of Mother" has a TexMex feel to it and is acceptably good.

Day" was originally issued, the remaining two
(demos with a drum backing) first saw the light of
day on a Relic LP issued in 1982. "Teenager's
Love Song" is interesting in that "Rickey" is in fact
Richard Berry singing this Teenagers-ish opus
both in falsetto and recognisably deeper tones.

So, how does Colin Linden treat my all-time
favourite Johnny Cash song? With respect, I'm
happy to say; not a patch on Chip Taylor's divine
1975 recording, but still okay. Turning to the wellknowns, Tabby Thomas' son's version of "Rock
Island Line" owes more to its originator, Leadbelly,
than to Johnny C, or, indeed, Lonnie D.
Gatemouth does "Get Rhythm" in a jump-blues
style which just about works, Maria Muldaur, of
"Midnight At The Oasis" fame, brings an acoustic
feel to her selection, as does Alvin Youngblood
Hart. Mavis Staples is typically wonderful and
rockers will love Sleepy Labeef’s take on
"Frankie's Man Johnny", one of Cash's early
Columbia Classics. I like Alligator artist Corey
Harris and his version of "Redemption" has a hint
of funk about it. So, an interesting release, not
sure if it's widely available over here, but click on
to www.northernblues.com. who may be able to
assist with your enquiry(s).

The Rollettes were a girl group who had the
distinction of having the first record released on
Class, in September '56, and "Sad Fool" is a
pretty ballad. Earl Nelson found fame in the '60s
as one half of Bob and Earl, of "Harlem Shuffle"
fame; in 1957, with the Pelicans, he recorded (for
Class) the ballad "I Bow
To You' and the busy
rocker "Oh Gee Oh
Golly". The Blenders
heard on this CD aren't
the same guys who
recorded
"Don't
F-k
Around With Love"; their
two
tunes
are
reasonable.
The Sputniks’ trio of songs include two snappy,
upbeat items, "Hey Mary Ann" and "Johnny's Little
Lamb"; the Searchers, according to Gordon
Skadberg's typically excellent notes, were an
offshoot of the Hollywood Flames, and their "Wow
Wow Baby" and "Ooh Wee" are currently huge
favourites in the record hops. The Lions' 1960
offering was new to my ears, a very nice ballad,
and of the Classics' two tracks, I liked the up
tempo "Gosh But This Is Love" best; this has a
Medallions feel about it. The Tangiers' "Don't Try"
moves along with purpose, not bad at all. The only
bummer among the rest is Little Victor's "Time
Marches On" where vocal group and band can't
seem to agree on a key to play and sing in. But
that's the only bad apple in the barrel; there's
plenty to enjoy in this splendid release from the
always dependable Ace label.

Various Artistes - Class and Rendezvous Vocal
Groups - Ace CDCHD 892
Why Do Fools Fall In Love | Gone (The Gallahads)
Here's That Rainy Day | You Are My Only Love | Funny
How Time Goes By (The Intervals) Teenager's Love
Song (The Pharaohs featuring Rickey) Sad Fool (The
Rollettes) Oh Gee Oh Golly | I Bow To You (Earl
Nelson and The Pelicans) My Heart's Desire | Little
Rose (The Blenders) My Love Is Gone | Hey Miss Ann
| Johnny's Little Lamb | Wait A Little While (The
Sputniks) Wow Wow Baby | Ooh Wee Ooh Wee (The
Searchers) Two-Timing Lover (The Lions) No More |
Time Marches On (Little Victor and The Vistas) If
Only The Sky Were A Mirror | Gosh But This Is Love
(The Classics) Don't Try (The Tangiers)Talk To The
Angels (Lou Josie and Group) Heavenly Angel (The
Satellites)

Various Artistes - Singing Cowboys Of The
Silver Screen - Cotton Town Jubilee CTJCD 5)
Come On Boys We're Riding Into Town | Mist Around
The Prairie Moon Tonight | Back In The Saddle Again |
You're Barking Up The Wrong Tree Now (Ray Whitley
and His Six Bar Cowboys) Honolulu Boogie | Too Lee
Rollum (I’m An Arizona Cowboy) (Rex Allen) Blue
Bonnet Blues | I've Had My Share Of Sorrow (Jimmy
Wakely) On The Texas Prairie | Big Corral | Singing My
Hillbilly Song | My Little Cow Pony and I (The Original
Beverly Hillbillies) Shame On You | Gotta Have Some
Lovin' | You Can't Break My Heart (Tex Ritter) Rodeo
Sweetheart | Keep Goin' | When We Said Goodnight
On Goodnight Ranch (Rusty Gill and The
Westernaires) I Wish I Had Never Met Sunshine | The
Mail Must Go Through | That Miss From Mississippi
(Roy Rogers) Home Sweet Home In Texas (Girls Of
The Golden West) End Of My Round Up Days | Blue
Montana Skies | I'm Gonna Round Up My Blues (Gene
Autry) I'll Get Mine (Bob Wills and The Texas

A 26-tracker from
Ace that trains the
spotlight on various
vocal groups that
recorded for Leon
Rene's
Hollywoodbased Class and
Rendezvous
labels
between 1956 and
1962. The Gallahads
issued one single on
Rendezvous in 1961, which combines the ballad
"Gone" with a Marcels-styled version of "Why Do
Fools Fall In Love" that has an unwarranted,
totally-O.T.T. ending that doubtless put many
prospective buyers off. The Intervals' songs also
date from the early '60s; only "Here's That Rainy
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The Range" is a great singalong. The only blot on
the landscape is "Ragtime Cowboy Joe" (never
liked this bloody song, even as a kid - I preferred
Rock’n’Roll!) otherwise it's a super 30 tracksworth, with some strong musical sounds. In fact, I
generally preferred it to "Rompin'n'Stompin”
though there are still some fascinating items on
offer.

Playboys) Home On The Range | Carry Me Back To
The Lone Prairie (The Ranch Boys) Blues Stay Away
From Me (Eddie Kirk with Tennessee Ernie Ford
and Merle Travis) Ragtime Cowboy Joe (Glen Rice
and His Beverly Hillbillies)

Various Artistes - Rompin’n’Stompin - Cotton
Town Jubilee CTJCD 6
Just Because | I'm Thinking Tonight Of My Blue Eyes |
Rompin'n'Stompin' Around | Matchbox Blues (The
Shelton Brothers) You Should Have Thought Of That
Before | Lost John (Uncle Henry's Original Kentucky
Mountaineers) I'm Gonna Get Me A Honky Tonk Baby
| Everyday Blues (Buddy Jones) There's Gold In Them
Thar Hills (Frankie Marvin) Shine On Me | Shine Your
Light For Others (Cliff Carlisle and His Buckle
Busters) Is It True What They Say About Dixie | I Like
Mountain Music (The Hoosier Hot Shots) Down At
The Bottom Of The Mountain (Eddie Younger's
Mountaineers)Steamboat Keep A'Rockin' | Cowboy's
Home In Heaven | Making A Record Pts 1 and 2
(Carson Robison and His Oxydol Pioneers) Juke
Joint Mama (Denver Darling) I Was Born 10,000
Years Ago (Crockett's Kentucky Mountaineers)
Ridin' Home | The Trail Of The Lonesome Pine (The
Hillbillies) Lightfoot Bill (The Arkansas "Arkie"
Woodchopper) It Ain't Nobody's Business What I Do
(Zeke Winters and The Rocky Mountaineers)
Beneath The Weeping Willow Tree | Are You Goin' To
Leave Me Lily (Bill Carlisle) You'll Never Miss Your
Mother Until She's Gone (Phil and Frank Luther)
Where Y'All Gone Bunter? (Chuck "Tex" Daines and
His Steaming Cowboys)

I'm sure it was the Hoosier Hot Shots who
recorded "I Like Bananas Because They Have No
Bones" sometime in the '30s; can anybody
confirm? Probably of most interest to Rock’n’Roll
fans will be the contributions by the Shelton
Brothers who recorded the earliest known version
of "Just Because" and one of Blind Lemon
Jefferson's "Matchbox Blues" (could this have
been the version that inspired young Carl
Perkins?) So, two fascinating collections, real
roots-of-country, and as you'd expect from CTJ,
the quality in sound and booklet notes is sky-high.
Go git 'em y'all!
Bronco Bunter

Vinyl Review
Rockin' With Cochran - Eddie Cochran Stompertime STEN 9
Skinny Jim | Slow Down | Don't Bye Bye Baby Me |
Guybo | Latch On | Pink Pegged Slacks | Jelly Bean |
Guitar Picker | I'm Ready | Let's Coast Awhile |
Nice'n'Easy | My Lovin' Baby | Tired and Sleepy | Itty
Bitty Betty

Disregard the last track on "Rompin'n'Stompin".
I've decided to put these two collections together
in view of the fact that musically they are of similar
type. Those of you who are over retirement age
will be surely bathed in a warm nostalgic glow
when listening to these new CDs from Cotton
Town Jubilee, especially the "Singing Cowboys"
release. For myself, it was nice to hear Ray
Whitley again; I recall that some years ago BBC1
showed a series of the 20-minute shorts made by
Whitley, mainly in the '40s, in an early-morning
slot. Gene Autry's version of "Back In The Saddle
Again" may have been marginally more popular (it
certainly left an impression on young Jerry Lee)
but Ray turns in a good take. Rex Allen will best
be known to rockin' Kats 'n' Kittens for "Knock
Knock Rattle", and Jimmy Wakely was a noted,
prolific songwriter whose "I'll Never Let You Go
(Little Darlin')" was recorded by Elvis Presley while
at Sun.

Two striking photos of Eddie C adorn this big 10inch from Dave Travis' Stompertime label, on the
front we find Eddie in action at what I would
imagine was the "New Musical Express" Poll
Winners concert at Wembley's Empire Pool in
early 1960, and on the reverse is a backstage
shot (from the same show?). All are drawn from
various Rockstar releases not all of which I have,
which is why I'm delighting in hearing "Guitar
Picker" for the first time. This stunning rocker,
which bears superb guitar work by Cochran, is
doubly blessed by a vocal from none other than
Bob Luman.
Elsewhere we find some old friends in "Skinny
Jim", originally released, like Bo Davis’ "Let's
Coast Awhile", on Crest, and the moody
instrumental "Guybo" named, of course, after
Conrad Smith, Eddie's bass guitarist. A few songs
feature the (unrelated) Cochran Brothers of which
my favourite was always "Tired and Sleepy", Ray
Stanley takes lead vocal on the driving "My Lovin'
Baby", while the version of "Don't Bye Bye Baby
Me" is an alternate take. Darry Weaver sings on
"Itty Bitty Betty", one of 14 corkers on this hot
boppin' biscuit from Stompertime, the label that
cares.
Itty Bitty Bunter

Tex Ritter surely needs no introduction, and the
Jerry Lee fans out there will be intrigued at his
version of Spade Cooley's "Shame On You". Roy
Rogers and Gene Autry were of course western
screen legends and their contributions to the
"Singing Cowboys" CD are excellent. There's a
great version of the Delmores' "Blues Stay Away
From Me" from Merle Travis, Tennessee Ernie
and Eddie Kirk, and the Ranch Boys’ “Home On
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in a red suit similar to that worn in his "Girl Can't
Help It" appearance, he surprised us by including
several R&B numbers, such as the opener "TBone Shuffle", Chuck Willis’ "Oh What A Dream",
"It's Love Baby (24 Hours A Day)", Todd Rhodes'
"Rocket 69" and even Hank Ballard's "Annie Had
A Baby"! He surprised me by featuring his biggie
"Ain't Gonna Cry No More" so early in the set.

Yes, once again it was time to get that suitcase off
the shelf, pack, and get down to Liverpool Street
station, have a beer or three in Dirty Dick's with
fellow travellers Chuck Daines and Brian Jessup,
and board the 6.5 special to Yarmouth. All the
keen teens, hep cats and the odd shabby tabby
converged on Pontins in Hemsby between
nd
th
October 2 and 6 for another 4-day Big Beat
feast (I and my pals went down on Friday).
Thursday night saw two UK bands perform, these
being Mark Lee Allen's Driver Brothers and the
apparently impressive Little Neal and the
Blueflames.

© Paul Harris

Keeping with the motion pictures, he did "My Idea
Of Love", and "Born Reckless", as he sang it in
the 1957 movie of the same name starring Mamie
Van Doren. He applied a bluesy feel to George
Morgan's "Candy Kisses", demonstrated his steelguitar playing abilities on "Steelin' The Blues", led
a singalong "Shake Rattle and Roll", sang the
somewhat risqué "Sally Let Your Bangs Hang
Down", and a speedy take on Moon Mullican's
"Pipeliner's Blues". It was good to see Johnny and
his European manager Mac Bouverie over the
course of the weekend.

To Friday, then, and with the enjoyable "meet and
greet" session at the Dolphin Hotel out of the way,
it was time for the TFTW party to set sail (road?)
for the Pontins camp. As usual a vast selection of
classic '50s cars/hotrods/bikes could be seen
throughout the camp, certainly there's no finer
sight than a '56 Cadillac or a '59 Consul Mk. 2 in
pristine condition. (What about a ’58 PA Cresta
then? – H) The record stalls were to be found in
the Norfolk Bar, where stall-holders did roaring
trades, none more so than the jovial Bob Thomas,
proprietor of Bim Bam Records, who manages to
stock American and European as well as
domestic CDs, in addition to boasting a
considerable array of '50s/'60s original vinyl.

The praises of Southend's Terry Lee and the
Wild Ones have been sung by more than one
TFTW contributor, and I'd like to add my ten
penneth by saying that here is someone who will
become the finest Lewis tribute act in the same
way that Ervin Travis replicates Gene Vincent but only if he paces his act a touch. I have
enjoyed Terry and the guys at the Westcliff Hotel
and the 100 Club this year and feel that he
performs slower country numbers very well. To be
fair, though, it's a Rock’n’Roll festival and 18-year
old Terry Lee sure got Saturday evening off to a
storming start, the girls in the audience showing a
keen interest! "Great Balls Of Fire", "Blue Suede
Shoes", "Chantilly Lace", "Whole Lotta Shakin'
Goin' On", all the standards were presented, along
with a storming opener in "Wild One", and the ol'
piano stool flew across the stage, breaking on
impact as it hit the floor - nice touch! A great
prospect for the future, and certainly if the gals
have their way, he'll be treading the Hemsby
boards again soon!

In between the live acts were the latest hop hits
spun by some of the country's finest rockin’ jocks,
including Tojo, Tony "The Saxon" Thorpe, Shaun
"Nappy" Maxwell, Cosmic Keith and, especially,
the one and only Wild Cat Pete whose mixture of
new hits and old classics gets the Bunter thumbsup every time. Pete also did a spot of compering,
as
did
Leroy
Bradley
and
TFTW
subscriber/supporter Lee Hugman, all three men
doing a typically professional job. So, following
tasty sets from Mystery Gang Trio and the
excellent Jive Aces, the Aces remained on stage
ready to start rollin' with tonight's bill-topper,
Johnny Olenn.
Due to the effects of a
recent hip replacement,
Johnny, now 66, could
only perch on a stool to
perform but, over the
course of his set he let it
be known that he was
quite a guitar (and steel
guitar) player; in the early
'50s he was part of Rudy
Grayzell's band. Dressed

I only caught part of Lil' Luis Y Los Wild Teens
act, but what I saw was an enjoyable 15 minutes
or so of Mexican-flavoured Rock’n’Roll (though
the guys hail from Los Angeles). How often do you
hear "Just Because" sung in Spanish or, for that
matter, Bobby Lee Trammell's "Arkansas Twist"?!
An entertaining outfit.

©©Paul
PaulHarris
Harris
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professionalism, but I'll just say that he was
backed by the Hemsby House Band, whose lineup contained simply the best in the business;
Dave Briggs on guitar, The Reverend Brown on
piano, Wayne Hopkins on bass and Paul Atkinson
on drums.

© Paul Harris

© Paul Harris

The musical ability of Art Adams has been widely
debated in this magazine of late, and though I can
understand others' indifference to the recently
released Collector CD, I enjoyed it; okay, the
demos don't exactly constitute the greatest
Rock’n’Roll ever recorded but then they weren't
originally intended for release, just try-outs I
guess. Few demos eclipse professional
recordings. Anyway, we expected little from AA,
but did we (including Ken) get a surprise! We saw
a guy who, for someone who has only trod boards
three times in the last 37 years, had confidence by
the bucket-load; playing an acoustic guitar he had
bought in 1952, he shook around the stage like
the devil, clearly enjoying himself

Blues connoisseurs will know that Clearwater's
style is based very firmly on Chuck Berry, so to
put Dave Briggs, another huge Berry disciple,
alongside Eddie was inspired thinking. The result
was truly electric; nine songs in an hour and a
quarter displeased some, but most thrilled to
"Sweet Little Rock'n'Roller", "Lay My Guitar
Down", "Suzie Q", "Cool Blues Walk", the countryish "Nashville Road", "Boppin' At The Top Of The
Rock" (thanks Ian for song title info)
"Reelin'n'Rockin",
"Let
The Four Winds Blow",
and his record-hop faves
"2 x 9" and "Hillbilly
Blues".
An
absolute
triumph; check out his
hot new CD on Rounder.

Like all unprepared '50s
rockabillies, he reprised his big
hits two or three times, in this
case, "Rock Crazy Baby",
"Dancing Doll", and "Indian
Joe". Elsewhere, we heard
versions of Dan Penn's "Is A
Bluebird Blue", and a selection
of classic rockabilly toons such
as "Boppin' The Blues", "Good
© Paul Harris
Rockin' Tonight", "Matchbox"
and "Mean Woman Blues".
Well backed by The Infernos, Adams'
performance was meritous enough to suggest a
return visit; if he does then hopefully he'll have
some new original material.

A brief look back to
Friday; as I traipsed
around the mini boot sale on Sunday morning, I
had heard several people wax lyrical about the
late, late performance by Paul Ansell's Number
9; I was unable to catch it but I've seen Paul on a
number of occasions in London in the past, and I
can't recommend him enough; any guy who
includes Elvis' "Lonesome Cowboy" in his set
deserves to succeed. To Sunday evening then,
which usually means Doo-Wop/R&B, and Hemsby
31 was no exception.

© Paul Harris

A welcome return for Otis Williams, last here in
October 1998, with the Metrotones (including exDart Den Hegarty) and the Swing Kings, who
really are in need of a strong drummer, say no
more. "The Otis Williams Show” was overtured by
the Metrotones, who did about 20-25 minutes,
then Otis, who did 30-35. Not good, some said. I
felt kinda disappointed, but I guess that's the way
the mop flops.
There were certainly some good moments, "Gum
Drop" was a hefty, rockin' opener, then for the
most part, it was balladsville; "You Send Me", the

Eddie Clearwater was adjudged by practically all
to have been the undisputed star of Hemsby 31; I
could go on forever about his stage presence, his
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Cookies’ "In Paradise", "I'd Like To Thank You Mr.
D.J", "Pardon Me" and, perhaps needlessly,
"Stand By Me".

landmark performance in what was to become the
doo-wop style. Lead singer Sonny Til was
regarded as the form's first superstar; stories
abound of eager female fans wanting to rush the
stage at concerts and tear off his clothes.
Anyhow, let me pick my selection and, as always,
hope you like and agree with my choices.
1. One Great Love - The Five Keys (Capitol)
Rudy West is my absolute favourite of all lead
singers and this lesser known ballad from
1958 is heavenly. The good thing about the
Keys (Rudy, brother Bernie, Ripley Ingram,
Maryland Pierce and Dickie Smith) was that
they were all strong singers and often shared
leads but Rudy delivers the goods on this one.
I was lucky enough to have seen the Keys on
their two visits to the UK, in London in January
1992, and in Hemsby in May 1997. Rudy died
a few years back, but what a wonderful
musical legacy to leave.
2. My Reverie - The Larks (Apollo) A stunning
vocal from Eugene Mumford on the Larks'
major biggie from 1951. Other members were
Allen Burn (who later became Tarheel Slim of
"Wildcat Tamer" and "No. 9 Train" fame),
Thurmon Ruth, David McNeil, and Raymond
"Pee Wee" Barnes. Mumford went on to
replace Jackie Wilson in Billy Ward's
Dominoes, in 1957.
3. My True Story - The Jive Five (Beltone)
Another five-gold-stars vocal, this time from
Eugene Pitt who, with Jerome Hanna, Richard
Harris, Billy Prophet and Norman Johnson,
recorded the tune in 1961 and saw it become
a major U.S. hit. I never got to see the Five on
their first UK visit here in April 1991, when
they played the first of two doo-wop shows at
Wembley that year, but I managed to catch
them at Hemsby in May 1994.
4. Gloria - The Cadillacs (Josie) Seems you'll
find this 'un in a lot of fans' top 20 selections;
great song, great performance from 1954, by
the Cadillacs, who comprised of Earl
"Speedoo" Carroll, Bobby Phillips, Laverne
Drake, James "Papa" Clark and Johnny "Gus"
Wellingham. Earl later joined the Coasters,
and as far as I know leads a new group of
Cadillacs these days. Tony W. witnessed a
Cadillacs show a while back in the States and
regarded them as sensational. How about it,
promoters? About time for a rocker, eh Kats
'n' Kittens?
5. Hey Doll Baby - The Clovers (Atlantic)
When it comes to the Clovers many will prefer
the bluesier material such as "Fool, Fool,
Fool," "Don't You Know I Love You So" and
my own personal blues choice "Down In The
Alley", but I love the bouncy optimism of this
1956 B-side to "Devil Or Angel". Excellent
lead singer John "Buddy" Bailey was joined by
Harold Lucas, Matthew McQuatter, Harold

© Paul Harris

We certainly didn't need the closer "La Bamba"
but were content with "Ling Ting Tong", "Two
Hearts, Two Kisses" (recorded by Frank Sinatra
among others) and a rousing "Hearts Of Stone".
Otis is still in fine shape and certainly in fine voice,
but still an air of disillusionment came over me.
And that was Hemsby 31. Through the pages of
this magazine I'd like to thank/pat on the back
Willie and Varick for successfully continuing to
organise an event which I have happily attended
regularly for the last ten years, to Kevin and his
father for getting us there safely, and once again
the stage staff shine like beacons - well done all!
See you in May for a star-studded Hemsby 32 that
features Hayden Thompson, Jimmy Cavello, The
Bobbettes, Ersel Hickey and Barrence Whitfield,
who hopefully won't be doing an acoustic set.
Rock on!!
Blissful Bunter

Bunter's Doo-Wop
Top 20
The idea for this month's top 20 was pretty much
mooted by Imposing Ed, who suggested 20 alltime doo-wop favourites. To consider me an
expert is pretty heavy (I'm no Seamus McGarvey
or Donn Fileti) but I have heard and enjoyed
plenty of vocal group sounds over the past 30
years or so, ever since the irreplaceable,
irrepressible voice of Frankie Lymon first burned
into my conscience with "Why Do Fools Fall In
Love", so I think I'll try and stir up some feelings
among you who-put-the-bompers.
The roots of the genre could well be traced back
to mainstream acts like the Mills Brothers and the
Ink Spots, but certainly the first group to add more
blues to their rhythm were the Ravens, featuring
the lugubrious bass voice of Jimmy Ricks, and
shortly after the Orioles, whose 1948 classic, "It's
Too Soon To Know" could well be viewed as a
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6.

7.

8.

9.

Winley and Billy Mitchell plus guitarist Bill
Harris. The song's natural charm was
certainly not lost on the Everly Brothers, who
recorded a great version for Cadence in 1958.
Since I Don't Have You - The Skyliners
(Calico) A major Stateside hit in 1959 and my
favourite record by a white act. The Skyliners
consisted of lead singer Jimmy Beaumont,
plus Wally Lester, Jack Taylor, and Janet
Vogel; with respect to Wally and Jack, the
record is chiefly memorable for the
contributions by Beaumont and Vogel. That
we have Janet's wonderful ascending "Youoo-oo-oo-oo" at the song's end is thanks to
the engineer who decided to let the take run
its course rather than do a fade, which,
apparently was what the group were
expecting.
Just You - Dion and The Belmonts (Laurie)
It's only natural to include Dion Di Mucci, I
suppose; for many, including self, he is the
voice of white doo-wop, the high priest of
Bronx cool. As great as "I Wonder Why",
"Teenager in Love", "Runaround Sue" and
"The Wanderer" all are, I always had a soft
spot for this ballad from the guys' debut album
for Laurie, "Presenting...."; to me, it bears the
patented Dion and the Belmonts sound.
Coming up to date, Dion's latest album largely
consists of re-cuts of his greatest hits;
seemingly an ill-advised step in the eyes of
"Now Dig This"; as for me, I've yet to hear it.
A Sunday Kind Of Love - The Harptones
(Bruce) Willie Winfield is another highlyregarded lead singer and for me this is his
finest hour; a superb ballad that first hit the
shops in 1953. Alongside Willie were Bill
Dempsey, Bill "Dicey" Galloway, Nicky Clark,
and Billy Brown, with Raoul Cita as pianist;
Winfield and Cita were happily still there when
the Harptones made their so-far only trip to
the UK, playing at Hemsby in October 2001,
during the aftermath of the "Twin Towers"
tragedy; their set reflected their inner grief,
with songs like "United We Stand", very
understandable given the awful situation, but
for those expecting "Mambo Boogie", etc. it
was all a bit of a disappointment. Anyway, a
real vocal group classic and Louis Prima's
finest composition by a long chalk.
Riot In Cell Block #9 - The Robins (Spark)
Some 50 years after its first release, this
Leiber and Stoller concoction still packs a
hefty punch, not least from the magnificently
moody, menacing lead vocal from bass voice
Richard Berry (seems the group's regular
bass man, Bobby Nunn didn't sound
magnificently moody and menacing enough).
This group (Nunn, Carl Gardner, Grady
Chapman, Terrell Leonard, and Billy and Roy
Richards) gradually metamorphosed into the
Coasters, of course, and became one of the

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.
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most commercially successful doo-wop outfits
of all time.
Have Mercy Baby - The Dominoes
(Federal) This 1952 goodie introduced all and
sundry to the wondrous tones of Clyde Lensey
McPhatter from Durham, North Carolina.
Leader Billy Ward played piano, and the other
group members were James Van Loan, Joe
Lamont, and David McNeil (the ex-Lark).
Money Honey - The Drifters (Atlantic) Once
Clyde had left the Dominoes, following a
successful run of hits, and Jackie Wilson had
been newly installed as replacement,
McPhatter set about forming his own group, to
be called the Drifters, recruited the Thrasher
brothers, Andrew and Gerhart, also Bill
Pinkney and Willie Forbes, signed with
Atlantic thus pleasing Jerry Wexler who
desperately wanted Clyde for the label, and
the group debuted with this song. And what a
song; a pounding, insistent mid-tempo blues
that has spawned a number of covers down
through the years (most famously Elvis
Presley's). Clyde ended his association with
the Drifters in 1954 due to his induction into
the Army; on his demob two years later he
embarked on an initially successful solo
career but his star soon waned and went on a
downhill slide propelled by drink problems
which led to his untimely death in 1972.
In The Still Of The Night - The 5 Satins
(Ember) There are to me two major doo-wop
anthems of which this is one. Fred Parris
sings the lead on this classic, the other group
members being Al Denby, Jim Freeman, Ed
Martin, and pianist Jessie Murphy. Your
attention is drawn to a highly recommended
Relic CD (7056) entitled "Lost Treasures"
which contains among other things alternative
takes of "Still of the Night' and the group's
other huge hit, "To The Aisle".
Earth Angel - The Penguins (Dootone)
Written by Jesse Belvin, Curtis Williams and
Gaynel Hodge, this 1955 classic is another
definitive doo-wop anthem. The Crew Cuts'
anodyne cover may have garnered greater
sales at the time, but time has been kinder to
the Penguins' rendering rather than the
Haircuts, and why not! Cleve Duncan's
delivery is just heavenly and Curtis Williams,
Bruce Tate and Dexter Tisby (who played
Hemsby with a set of Penguins in October
1995) provide the perfect backdrop. The
Penguins found themselves on Mercury in '56
and re-recorded "Earth Angel" with a bit more
spit'n'polish but most, like me, prefer the
original Dootone cut.
Maybe - The Chantels (End) Time the girls
got a look-in. This to me is the crowning glory
of female doo-wop, from 1958. Arlene Smith
sings the emotion-drenched lead on this hot
potato, with Lois Harris, Rene Minus, Sonia

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

Goring and Jackie Landry completing the lineup. Try and visit your local record fair in hopes
of picking up the now-deleted Westside CD
"We Are The Chantels"/"There's Our Song
Again".
Dance With Me Georgie - The Bobbettes
(Triple-X?) Not sure if that's the correct label
(this was released just after "I Shot Mr. Lee").
It might be scandalous for me to put this
ahead of "Mr. Lee" but have you heard this
1961-62 cut before? What a guitar sound!
Heather Dixon, Janie and Emma Pought,
Helen Gathers and Laura Webb made up the
original line-up; I for one look forward to
seeing the 2004 Bobbettes, still with Heather
at the helm at Hemsby in May. The first allfemale doo-wop group to appear at Hemsby,
if I'm correct.
Why Don't You Write Me - The Jacks (RPM)
First released on the Modern subsidiary in
1955, this is another top-drawer beauty
featuring the lead voice of Willie Davis,
alongside Aaron Collins, Ted Taylor (who later
became a successful solo artist), Lloyd
McCraw, and Will "Dub" Jones, who later
joined the Coasters. This same line-up
formed the Cadets, of "Stranded In The
Jungle" fame, and a Jacks/Cadets line-up
headed by Willie made two successful trips to
Hemsby in October 2000 and again in May
this year.
Most Of All - The Moonglows (Chess)
Apologies to football haters out there, but if
doo-wop had a Premier League, then the
Moonglows would surely be Manchester
United; arguably, no-one does it better. Their
influence has spread down through the years
in black music, influencing such as Curtis
Mayfield and Bob Marley. The 'Glows were
renowned for their adventurous vocal
arrangements and precise harmony and in
"Most Of All", from 1955, there can surely be
no greater example of this. Lead voice Bobby
Lester is superbly supported by Harvey
Fuqua, Prentiss Barnes, Alexander "Pete"
Graves and guitarist Billy Johnson.
Golden Teardrops - The Flamingos
(Chance) If the Moonglows were Manchester
United, then the Flamingos would surely be
Arsenal. Another highly skilled team that in
this case were made up of brothers Zeke and
Jake Carey, Sollie McElroy, Johnny Carter
and Paul Wilson. The harmonies achieved by
the group on this recording are quite
breathtaking and the track is highly regarded
among doo-wop fans worldwide.
Let's Fall In Love - The Willows (Gone)
Best known for their original version of
"Church Bells May Ring", released in 1956 on
Melba, the Willows had by 1958 found
themselves on George Goldner's Gone label
where they cut this up tempo, driving version

of a song perhaps best known by Nat Cole.
Behind Tony Middleton's stunning lead voice
are Richie Davis, Ralph and Joe Martin, John
Thomas (no jokes please), Scooter Steel and
Bobby Robinson.
20. For Your Precious Love - The Impressions
(Abner) Guess with this particular record, one
could say soul music begins right here. Jerry
Butler's shimmering, tender lead is backed up
by the light, airy harmonies of young Curtis
Mayfield, along with Richard and Arthur
Brooks and Sam Gooden. By 1961 Jerry had
gone solo and had achieved great success
and Curtis Mayfield went on to achieve
probably greater success, initially with the
Impressions and subsequently as a solo
performer, but this spellbinding goodie from
1958 kicked the whole thing off, introducing a
musical form known as "Chicago Soul".
See ya next time!
Bomp-Bomp-A-Bomp Bunter









BOOK REVIEW
by Neil Foster

THE VIRGIN ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF
FIFTIES MUSIC
By Colin Larkin
416 pages Index
Virgin Books 1998
£16.99
You might have seen this book
(part of a series) in your local
library. According to the blurb, it
is based on a huge (7,000,000
words)
database
“The
Encyclopaedia
of
Popular
Music”, first published in 1992,
which Microsoft use as their
primary source for their CDROMs and on-line services.
The book has alphabetical entries on significant
LPs and musicals of the time, as well as artists. It
is very comprehensive, covering everything from
Russ Conway to the Collins Kids, from the
Coasters to Alma Cogan and also many obscure
and neglected artists in all fields. Some odd
omissions, though. The article on Nappy Brown
fails to mention his “Little by Little”, which
introduced most of us Fifties rockers to this artist
and “Tequila” is described as “a nearinstrumental” (Eh?)
The introduction warns plagiarists that “a few
more ‘depth-charges’ have been inserted into the
text, in addition to the original ones.” It didn’t take
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long to find some of them! Page 273 (review of
the Chuck Berry LP “One Dozen Berrys”) “His
unique guitar-style is showcased on ‘Blue Ceiling”.
Page 161. (Review of the film ‘The Girl Can’t Help
It’) “Gene Vincent contributes a memorable ‘The
Girl Can’t Help It’. Page 93 (Article on Billy
Cotton) “Forty Fousand Fevvers on a Frush”
(should be ‘Brush’). Page 118 (Review of the film
‘Don’t Knock the Rock’) Little Richard is stated as
performing “Rip it Up”, as well as “Tutti Frutti” and
“Long Tall Sally”.

2.

Are there really people out there so ignorant about
Fifties music that they would not know that these
are deliberate mistakes? The answer seems to
be “Yes” but I wonder if this misinformation might
rebound on the author and help to spread
inaccuracies such as these. Still, the book is a
very useful source of information (used with care)
and the articles on Rock’n’Roll are written with
obvious love and understanding.

3.

THE END









“SWINGING LIKE A
RUSTY AXE”

4.

A SAX-MANIAC’S TOP
TWENTY SAXOPHONE
SOLOS/INSTRUMENTALS
by Neil Foster
(20? I could easily
choose 120 but
most of these are
associated in my
mind with powerful
memories.
Some
are very familiar,
others less so. Not
in order of merit!)

5.

6.

1. TEQUILA by
The Champs
I chose this because it was the first sax solo I
ever learned to play. Actually, I prefer the B
side (which was the A side when issued but
the punters went for “Tequila” rather than
“Train to Nowhere”, a great brooding,
atmospheric instrumental with menacing sax,
pounding drums and piano.)
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CERVEZA by Boots Brown and his
Blockbusters
“Cerveza” is Spanish for “beer” but I didn’t
know that in 1958 when I heard this record
played at the Victor Silvester Dance Studio,
over the Odeon Cinema, in London Road,
Liverpool. Jive/Latin American was taught, as
well as the usual dances, like the Quickstep
and the Foxtrot, and Saturday night was
practice night when you could come along
and try out what you had learned (and try to
pick up a bird!).
Boots Brown and his men, like the Champs,
were session men and this was a parody of
“Tequila” – but far superior. Of course, it got
nowhere. The same group also recorded
“Jim Twangy”, an obvious skit on Duane
Eddy. When I played “Tequila” on stage, I
found that the interesting runs on “Cerveza”
fitted in perfectly so I combined the two.
TOUGH by The Bill Smith Combo
A sax-led instrumental (with great, stinging
guitar) which features a 35-second one-note
solo on which the sax-player, Joe Sanders,
appears not to take a single breath. He does,
of course, by using a technique called
“circular breathing”, which I shall not try to
explain because (a) it would take a paragraph
and (b) would bore the pants off you if you
are not a sax-maniac like me.
PETER GUNN by Duane Eddy and the
Rebels
We once had a 1958 Bal Ami jukebox,
packed with 50’s classics, installed at our HQ
in Wigan. The two loudest records on it were
“Peter Gunn” and “The Fool” by Sanford
Clark, both produced, you will note, by Lee
Hazelwood. It is a tremendous cut with
Duane Eddy’s bottomless guitar and Steve
Douglas’s strident sax.
BUONA SERA by Louis Prima
Starts like an Italian love-song and then
breaks into a fast Rock’n’Roll trot, in the
middle of which Sam Butera, the sax-man,
chops up the pasta with a tone like a meataxe. (We played this in our group and it was
very popular. Never did the solo, though.)
(One of my favourites too – H)
KEEP A KNOCKIN’/OOH MY SOUL BY
Little Richard
I have bracketed these together as they both
showcase the talents of Grady Gaines, an exmember of Richard’s touring band, the
Upsetters, who was described to me by Little
Richard buff Tez Courtney, as “once the
wildest saxist in Rock’n’Roll… his sound is far
wilder than any other.” True. There is a
totally frenzied edge on both these solos. Bit
of trivia: the famous shot of the tenorman on
top of the piano, from “Don’t Knock the Rock”
is not, as we all thought, Lee Allen but Grady
Gaines.
However, the sound apparently

Rock’n’Roll cash-ins.
12. SLOW DOWN by Larry Williams
Another very familiar classic. Wild vocal,
matched to an equally wild tenor. No wonder
all those Merseybeat groups loved it (even
though very few had a sax).
13. DADDY COOL by the Rays (B-side
of “Silhouettes”)
Starts with some great jivepatter, then the sax boogies away
in the background, behind a
rocking piano and prominent
drums and finally cuts loose in
a glorious, soaring solo. The
saxman ends the record with
a drone.
14. WILD
LITTLE
WILLIE/MARY
LOU
by
Ronnie Hawkins
Featuring the bluesy, soulful sound of Sam
“The Man” Taylor, yet another jazzman who
was castigated for “selling out” to that awful
Rock’n’Roll. He still played in the same way
and his solo on Holly’s “Early in the Morning”
is another example of his forceful style.
15. NO CHEMISE PLEASE by Gerry Granahan
I have chosen this as it is a strange record.
Like “Buona Sera”(and “I Go Ape”) it starts
like a ballad and then goes wild. An odd beat
and an odd sax solo as well. That’s why I like
it!
16. AT MY FRONT DOOR by The Eldorados
“Foggy” is the word to describe the tone of
the sax on this one. Bit of trivia: I once saw a
financial balance-sheet of a tour by the
Eldorados in the 50s. I think they made a
profit of about 18 cents!
17. DINNER WITH DRAC by John Zacherle
Superbly sick lyrics on this one and a tenor
sax that sounds as if it is going to be sick
itself!
Snarling, raging, hooting: an
indescribable sound to accompany Zacherle’s
cheerful bad taste singing.
18. FLAMINGO by Earl Bostic
Alto, of course, not tenor, but
played like no alto you have
ever heard before.
Some
jazzman whose name escapes
me once said, “Earl Bostic
knew more about the horn than
anyone – and that includes
‘Bird’.” It was even played on
Two-Way Family Favourites in
the 50s and it melted Jean
Metcalfe’s bra-straps!
19. HONKY
TONK
by
Bill
Doggett
Billy Butler’s beautiful (too
much alliteration there) jazz
guitar is perfectly offset by the harsh,
abrasive tenor of Clifford Scott and the shouts
of the band urging them both on. Supposed

coming from his horn is still that of Lee Allen!
CROSSFIRE by Johnny and the
Hurricanes
I still recall a statement
made by Charlie Gillett
somewhere in his writings: “For some
reason, this rather anaemic group has quite
a following”. “Anaemic”, Charlie? Don’t be so
bloody stupid!
Just about the perfect
sax/guitar instrumental with Johnny Paris’s
tenor floating like boiling fat on top of those
resonant Gibson guitars. The B-side “Lazy”
demonstrates Paris could play the blues too,
when he wanted.
8. ONE MINT JULEP (B-side of “Teenbeat”
by Chet Atkins)
“Disc” reviewed this record in 1960 and
commented, “Excellent, breathy, Charlie
Barnet-style tenor on side two”. Er, yes, but
even if you had never heard of Charlie
Barnet, the originality of the solo would have
hit you.
9. YAKETY YAK by The Coasters
Very, very familiar but the best example of
King Curtis’s economical phrasing I can think
of. Not a note wasted.
10. WHEN MY DREAMBOAT COMES HOME by
Fats Domino
Some R&B critics bemoan Domino’s
fondness for recording his versions of
standard tunes like the above, “Margy”, “Red
Sails in the Sunset” etc. but I think this is a
superb example of just how those New
Orleans musicians could swing on any
material.
Relentlessly riffing saxes all the way through
and even after nearly 50 years, I still shiver
with delight as the last long drum-roll heralds
Herb Hardesty’s final chorus.
I once attempted to analyse this solo and to
my amazement discovered that all the
tenorman was doing was bouncing around on
the notes of the chords – that was what he
was doing harmonically; what he was doing
rhythmically was something else and
ultimately inimitable. (Try saying those last
two words with a mouthful of lettuce!)
“Dreamboat” was played once on BBC TwoWay Family Favourites but this was not
because of its merits as an R & B
performance – the title, like that of “I’ll be
Home”, “Lay Down Your Arms” etc. appealed
to lovesick maidens waiting for their soldier
boys to come home.
11. RUDY’S ROCK by Rudi Pompilli
The guvnor! Those who heard him in the
early days describe him as the loudest,
hardest player ever.
Voted “Best New
Saxophonist” in “Downbeat” magazine’s 1953
jazz poll he shows his remarkable technique
to the full on this number. Far in advance of
the standard honking on so many mediocre
7.
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On, which was a notice. QUEEN ONLY, it stated.
I’ve found her at last, thought the piglet, elated,

to be an off-the-cuff improvisation but it
sounds too polished for that.
20. BOYS by The Shirelles (B-side of “Will
You Love Me Tomorrow”)
Another great soaring, swirling tenor sax solo
which wheels around the vocals and then
sinks back.
THE END









The Piglet’s Crusade

And then - nothing venture, they say, nothing win He knocked on the door and a voice said, "Come, in."'
Obeying this order, he found the Queen sitting
Surrounded by corgis and doing some knitting.
The corgis all barked and the Queen said, "Tut! Tut!
Shut up, do you hear me?" and up they all shut.
"And now," said the Queen, "what's the matter, young
shaver?"
"I've come," said the piglet, "to ask you a favour,
Your Majesty, if you'll allow me to speak."
"A piglet addressing a Queen! What a cheek!"
The Monarch replied, but she couldn't help smiling The piglet was looking so cute and beguiling.
"Go on. Ask your favour then. What's all the fuss?"
"Please, Ma'am," said the piglet, "please stop eating
us."

(as submitted to TFTW by Dave Travis)
Said a pig to his mother, "I'm terribly keen
To travel to London to talk to the Queen.
I need to consult her, while paying a visit,
About my idea." Said his mother, "What is it?'
"It's this," said the piglet. "As I understand,
Men, women and children all over the land
Eat bits of the pig as a part of their diet?"
"You're right," said his mother. "I cannot deny it."
"Suppose," said the piglet, "The Queen should
proclaim
With all the authority due to her name
That anyone eating a pig was a sinner.
Why, nobody ever would have us for dinner
Or breakfast or luncheon or afternoon tea,
If it was forbidden by Royal Decree."
"You've got to be joking, my boy. Pull the other
One - it's got the bells on it," snorted his mother.
"You talk to the Queen? How d'you get to her? Fly?"
"Pigs can't," said her son, "but I'm going. Goodbye."
And happily humming a popular ditty
Set off on the road to the capital city.

"What's that?" said the Queen. "If we're not much
mistaken
"You're asking us if we will stop eating bacon
And sausage and ham and pigs' trotters and pork Prince Philip and me and the Duchess of York
And Princess Alice and all of the others,
My sister, and Fawcett, and Charles and his brothers.
Is that what you're asking?" The piglet said, "Yes.
That's just the idea that I came to express.
I truly and earnestly hope to inveigle
Your Majesty into declaring illegal
The eating of pig-meat of every sort.
It's only the Queen that can do it, I thought.
If she should forbid it, then no one would risk it."
"I must say," the Queen said, "you do take the biscuit!
I certainly see you'd be filled with relief
If I were to legislate 'Let them eat beef'
Or chicken or turkey or mutton or lamb
But never pork sausages, bacon or ham.
For you and your lot that would be the solution.
For me, it would certainly mean revolution!
They'd take off my crown and, quite likely, my head.
I'd sooner eat pig-meat than finish up dead."

Arriving in London, his trotters quite sore
From pounding the shoulder along the M4,
Amazed at the number of streets and the thunder
Of traffic, the piglet stood gaping in wonder,
Till after a while a policeman drew near
And said to the runaway, "What's all this 'ere?"
In tones that were friendly and quite without malice.
"Which way," said the piglet, "to Buckingham Palace?"
"I'll tell you, me lad," the policeman replied,
"But don't you go thinking they'll let you inside.
'Er Majesty's usual orders, of course, is
'No animals in 'ere but corgis and 'orses'."
Indeed, when the piglet walked into the yard,
The sentry op duty bawled, "Turnout the guard!"
And guardsmen came rushing from every quarter
Intent, so it seemed to the piglet, on slaughter.

So glum did the piglet appear when she'd spoken His mission a failure, his heart all but broken That quickly the Queen added, "Do stay to tea It's only the corgis and Philip and me And how would you like (for with you I've no quarrel)
To live out the rest of your days at Balmoral?"
And that is the tale of the piglet that met
The Queen and remained as Her Majesty's pet
Though in his crusade for his kind he was beaten
By Royal Decree he could never be eaten
But lived his long life in a fine Scottish sty The apple of good Queen Elizabeth's eye.

At sight of the soldiers he took to his heels
And ran through their legs with a volley of squeals.
Straight in through the door of the Palace he scurried
And up a great carpeted staircase he hurried.
Through corridors, passages, hallways he tore
Until by good fortune he chanced on a door
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Kerrie Live! video

proceedings, it is well worth buying, and a little
different from the countless videos ending up with
'Shakin' and 'Great Balls of Fire'. Reminds me of
the live 'church' album issued with a Mercury box
set, and evokes images of that little Assembly of
God Church in Ferriday, Louisiana where three
great careers started, who all went on to sell
millions of records worldwide - Mickey, Jimmy and
Jerry Lee.
Tony Papard









SHAKY LEE’S
NOVEMBER NITTYGRITTY

Retailing at $35
Just watched this video, recorded in Boonesville,
MS on October 10th, 2000 (exactly three years
ago as I am writing this). The Killer footage is pure
magic!

Nowadays November is a busy month for us
Tales From The Woodsters
with the annual trip to Utrecht
for the Blues Estafette in the
middle of the month and the
Rhythm Riot at Camber the
following weekend.

Looking smart and fit in a brown suit, Jerry is
backed by the Killer Band including James Burton,
Kenny Lovelace, B. B. Cunningham and Bill Strom
and sings and plays a selection of gospel songs:
'This World Is Not My Home', 'On The Jericho
Road', 'The Old Country Church', 'Life Is Like A
Mountain Railroad', 'Old Rugged Cross' and 'Will
The Circle Be Unbroken'. Good versions, some
quite long. It is the only decent footage of Jerry I
have performing in the 21st Century (well after
January 1st, 2000 anyway, which is technically the
last year of the 20th Century). It is also unique in
being the only video in existence of him singing
songs all with a gospel or religious theme.

This year Billy Lee Riley
appears at both events, and
the former also includes Ray
Campi, Long John Hunter, Maxine Brown, Little
Freddie King, Little Smokey Smothers and Lurrie
Bell. The latter features Big Al Downing, Young
Jessie, Frankie Miller, the Cleftones and Lazy
Lester.
For anyone in the London area who is not
attending the Rhythm Riot Linda Gail Lewis plays
nd
the Half Moon, Putney on Saturday 22
November. She is also set to shake it up at
st
Enfield Townhouse on Monday 1 December.

As a bonus there is also Kenny singing 'I'll Fly
Away', Bill Strom singing 'Just A Closer Walk With
Thee' and a rather odd choice for a gospel show,
B. B. Cunningham singing 'The Hole He Said He'd
Dig For Me', plus Steve Ackles and a number of
other singers singing gospel numbers. Thankfully
Kerrie is rather in the background, just
announcing some of the singers and singing one
song.

Speaking of the Lewises, twenty five years ago
this month Jerry Lee, with Duane Eddy in support,
played two shows at each of Margate,
Birmingham and London. Some of you may have
caught all six of them, as I know Steve Howarth
did, while I just attended the second house at
Birmingham Odeon, which coincidentally was
where I had first seen the Killer twelve years
earlier.

Only criticism really (on my copy at least which
had to be transferred from NTSC to PAL) is overexposure on some of the shots, due to too bright a
spotlight and a white background on some shots.
But turn the colour up and the brightness down
and it is not really a bad picture at all most of the
time.

The 1978 Memphis Beats consisted of Kenny
Lovelace (guitar/fiddle), David Mayfield (guitar),
Joel Schumaker (bass) and Ron Norwood
(drums).

Just gives you an idea what a great gospel show it
would be if Jimmy Swaggart, Mickey Gilley, Jerry
Lee plus Linda Gail and Phoebe Lewis could all
get together for a TV show/video like this!

Duane Eddy was backed by musicians assembled
at short notice but they did a pretty good job on
the whole. Eddy twanged his way through a
selection of his hits despite a few ill-mannered
calls for Jerry Lee from a tiny minority of the
audience while he was playing. At one point he

But if you can get a copy of this video, sold and
distributed by JKL Enterprises which of course is
currently hardly functioning due to the divorce
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stopped and challenged a heckler with the line
“Stand up son, someone might recognize you and
take you home”.

gems they were too, with a cool clear vocal
delivery and the prevailing atmosphere driven
along by Grady Martin’s insistent guitar playing.
The following year saw the issue of Volume 2
featuring the classic ‘Honky Tonk Hardwood Floor’
and the slower moody ‘Lovers Rock’. Four superb
slabs of forceful sound recorded between
November 1956 and December 1957.

Lewis commenced his act with a lengthy version
of ‘Pick Me Up On You Way Down’, his voice
sounding weary, but his piano playing was up to
scratch. Unfortunately shouts for Rock’n’Roll had
the opposite effect but it did make for a show of
some variety with twenty songs almost equally
divided between rock and country.

th

Born John Legale Horton in Los Angeles on 30
April 1925, it was in 1951 that he first entered a
recording studio in Santa Anna for the short-lived
Cormac label. Later that same year his manager
Fabor Robinson launched his own Abbott Records
for which Horton cut some songs in Hollywood.
1952 saw Robinson fixing up Horton with Mercury,
but even regular appearances on the Louisiana
Hayride failed to significantly boost sales of his
record releases.
Being voted ninth most
promising country and western artist in the
Billboard annual poll of disc jockeys in 1953 didn’t
seem to help either.

Ten years ago this month Jerry Lee Lewis was
back in London for shows at the Grand in
Clapham and the Forum in Kentish Town. This
time the trusty Kenneth O Lovelace led a band
with Leo Green on saxophone and an Irish
drummer and bass player. Two fine performances
ensued with the Killer in a jovial mood, delivering
a couple of songs that he doesn’t do too often –
‘Jambalaya’ on the first night and a superb ‘Cold
Cold Heart’ on the second.
This was the Record Mirror top twenty on 10
November 1956:

Robinson and Horton parted company, and with
the Mercury contract coming to an end in 1955
Tillman Franks took over as manager and
brokered a deal with Columbia.
The first four sides cut at Bradley’s Recording
th
Studio in Nashville on 10 January 1956 with Bill
Black on bass included ‘Honky Tonk Man’, which
Dwight Yoakam was to cover on his debut album
Guitars, Cadillacs Etc. and which became his first
single release in 1986.

th

Just Walking In The Rain – Johnny Ray (Philips)
Woman In Love – Frankie Laine (Philips)
Hound Dog – Elvis Presley (HMV)
More – Jimmy Young (Decca)
Rockin’ Through The Rye – Bill Haley (Brunswick)
My Prayer – The Platters (Mercury)
Lay Down Your Arms – Anne Shelton (Philips)
Giddy Up A Ding Dong – Freddie Bell and The
Bell Boys (Mercury)
9. Rock Around The Clock – Bill Haley (Brunswick)
10. When Mexico Gave Up The Rhumba – Mitchell
Torak (Brunswick)
11. More – Perry Como (HMV)
12. Bluejean Bop – Gene Vincent (Capitol)
13. = Rock With The Caveman – Tommy Steele
(Decca)
13. = Green Door – Jim Lowe (London)
15. Green Door – Frankie Vaughan (Philips)
16. Rip It Up – Bill Haley (Brunswick)
17. Only You – The Platters (Mercury)
18. Make It A Party – Winifred Atwell (Decca)
19. Don’t Be Cruel – Elvis Presley (HMV)
20. Whatever Will Be Will Be – Doris Day (Philips)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

However further fine recordings in a rockabilly
vein failed to register, and it was not until 1959
that Horton finally delivered a smash hit with
‘Battle Of New Orleans’. It shot to number one in
America and also entered the UK top twenty
despite Lonnie Donegan’s cover version reaching
number two over here.
th

In the early hours of Saturday 5 November 1960,
with his latest release ‘North To Alaska’ on its way
to chart success, Horton perished as a result of a
head-on car crash with a drunken driver in Milano,
Texas.
Tillman Franks escaped from the
wreckage relatively unscathed, but guitarist
Tommy Tomlinson’s left leg was severely
fractured and had to be amputated the following
year.
Johnny Cash was amongst those present at the
funeral service and Johnny Horton was laid to rest
at the Hillcrest Cemetery at Haughton in the
Bossier Parish of Louisiana.

HONKY TONK MAN
Although I was already aware of Johnny Horton it
was not until late 1977 that I acquired my first
couple of Horton tracks – ‘The Woman I Need’
and ’I’m Coming Home’ – on the marvellous CBS
Rockabilly Classics Vol 1 LP. What a pair of

His second wife Billie Jean was thus widowed
again, having been married to Hank Williams at
the time of his demise, and by a further twist of
fate Horton died after performing at the Skyline
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Club in Austin – the final venue on Hank’s last
tour.

by all this that he threw his mobile telephone on
the ground and broke it with the result that nobody
could contact him.
Meanwhile back at the do, Mrs. Wilkinson decided
at 7.45 pm that there was a problem, went home
and rang every pizza and cooked chicken
establishment to see if they could deliver food for
140 people but nobody wanted the business (I
had been concerned but gradually the German
beer that was constantly being thrust in my hands
persuaded me that there was nothing really to
worry about). The local Co-Op supermarket was
open on the Sunday night and so son-in-law and
his father went up there and cleaned the place out
of every quiche, pork pie, sausage roll, and other
prepared food that they had. People got some
food but not what we had wanted to provide. Still
by this time, virtually everybody seemed
sufficiently boozed up and the music was red hot,
so nobody seemed to care (apart from the wife's
sister who would have moaned anyway if
everything had gone to plan). (Hope she doesn’t
read this or you’ll get more grief – H)

The 1981 Bear Family LP Rockin’ Rollin’ Johnny
Horton or its subsequent reincarnation on CD, as
the title suggests contains all you really need but,
if you must have more, there is also the Bear
Family box set Honky Tonk Man: The Essential
Johnny Horton 1956-1960.
Wizard Wilkinson









Waxo Wilko’s Tit Bits

There you have the sorry saga, trust nobody else
was put out too much.
On a minor - but related note - Nick Cobban in his
review of the meet up of the recycled delinquents
held on 29th August 2003 may have incorrectly
given the impression that I was soliciting
attendance at the aforementioned for the Big
Bash. This was not the case, I was merely asking
those in attendance who had been invited but who
had then not yet replied if they were going to be
able to make it along in an effort to finalise
numbers so that I could advise the food guy (and
that was a bloody waste of time) and the venue so
they could lay on sufficient bar staff (and they did).
Peter Pan Cobban was one such individual.
Tony 'The Penguin' Wilkinson

The Big Birthday Bash
Those of the readership who were able to make it
to the Big Birthday Bash of Colinda and myself grateful thanks for showing up and the goodies
you showered us with. Boy, both Colinda and I
really enjoyed ourselves and we sincerely hope
that everybody else did.
Everything went well apart from the food situation.
I had booked a mobile food van, which was a no
show. The story that I have got is as follows
(should bring a smile to the warped sense of
humour of the readership of TFTW):









.

I had booked the food van through this guy at
work. Apparently he was in a car being followed
by the food van en route to the event when they
entered into a series of road works somewhere in
Kent. A Range Rover went into the back of the
food van; not serious damage but smashed tail
lights. Seemingly a guy got out of the Range
Rover and started to give it a bit of lip. The driver
of the food van got out and decked the lippy guy –
result; the police were called and took the driver of
the food van off to Maidstone Police Station (he
spent the night there and was charged with GBH
the next day). The police looked at the food van
and would not let it drive on, demanding that it be
pushed into a nearby lay-by until appropriate
actions could be taken (£400 of frozen food
thawing out overnight). The guy I know
(remember he was in a car in front) got so 'upset'

JAZZ JUNCTION
The Ron Carter Quartet at the Royal
Festival Hall 29 September 2003
Ron Carter is another jazz great who trained to
be a classical musician and then embraced jazz
as a result of what used to be thought of
patronisingly as a particularly American disease.
He started out on cello but in spite of his
increasing proficiency on the instrument, his
opportunities seemed to decrease as a result of
his immutable exterior. So, concluding that there
weren’t any good double bass players around, he
switched instruments, won a scholarship to the
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Eastman School of Music in Rochester, New York
and became the first black player in the EastmanRochester Philharmonic Orchestra.
However,
conductor Leopold Stokowski told him that whilst
he would love to have him in his orchestra in
Dallas or Houston ‘They’re not ready for black
players down there!’

traditionally dressed.
Instead of the three
promised, there were five. They performed as if a
group but with each taking the lead at various
times, rather like the early Supremes but with
deeper voices.
Most of the songs were introduced by fluid guitar
but song titles were not announced. One sounded
like Vino Blanc and was a sort of European fusion
to set off the first course. The Queens returned
for the second set in fresh dresses and the music
became more uptempo and populist. Dance
anthems abounded and the gently
swaying of the first half grew more
animated, as they dropped gradually to
their knees without missing a shake. One
song had them clasping their heads
feverishly with their hands and, whilst I
could be wrong, I am almost certain that the
translation from Yoruba was ‘Oh Mr Postman, you
make me so happy, every time my copy of Tales
From The Woods drops through my letterbox’. I
doubt that there is anyone who could prove me
wrong, not even The Kings of Lagos, who
suddenly appeared from nowhere to join the
Queens on stage for a riotous finale.

So he took the road to musical freedom and in a
very short space of time became a top name as
one third of the Miles Davis rhythm section which
included Herbie Hancock and Tony Williams. He
became a highly influential figure who
sometimes appeared arrogant to others
through the total honesty of his critical
assessments.
Forty years on and Ron Carter brought his
tuxedo-clad quartet to the Royal Festival Hall. At
the end of the first number, he explained that it
was his irritation with ‘call waiting’ that caused him
to abandon announcements between numbers.
Indeed, he had also abandoned the gaps, so that
our enjoyment of the different melodies was not
marred.
Well, after one and a quarter hours of the first
‘number’, I have to admit that my enjoyment and
concentration waned at times. Also, I am not sure
that they were all different tunes, as they kept
returning to the same bass figure. The last and
final ‘number’ was bookended by So What.

REGGAE
IRREGULAR

For the most part, to be perfectly honest, it was
extremely captivating with superb musicianship
and the sort of seamless integration which befits a
quartet which has been playing together for nigh
on eleven years. Stephen Scott (piano) was both
influential and feted by the setting, whilst the
contributions of Payton Crossley (drums) and
Steve Kroon (percussion) were intelligent and
flexible.

Winston Francis and Dennis Alcapone
at the Rayners – 18 October 2003
After a quick warm up from the evening’s backing
band, No 1 Station, the diminutive figure of
Winston Francis took the stage. He was born in
Kingston, Jamaica in 1948 but it was after his
family had emigrated to Miami when he was
sixteen that he took his first steps as a performer.
His music teacher, Chuck Bird, who was greatly
impressed (likening his singing to Nat King Cole),
provided him with his first break. Trips back to
Jamaica saw him become one of the singers in
the band of Carlos Malcolm. His recording career
began at Studio One and after several hits saw he
relocated to England where he was to record both
under his own name and as a backing singer for
most of the seventies. Between 1980 and 1986
he became a youth and social worker in Brixton,
before continuing his music career.

The Queens of Lagos at the Purcell
Room 6 October 2003
The Queens of Lagos, we were told, were invited
to appear as a result of allegations by Nigerian
ladies of male chauvinism following the promotion
of an evening of The Kings of Lagos. This was
greeted with howls of delight by many in the not
overly packed Purcell Room. The seven piece
backing band arrived on stage one by one, each
receiving generous applause before actually doing
anything.
After the conga player and the
drummer, there appeared a man dressed all in
white. It was not clear what instrument he was to
play until he reached into a holdall carelessly lying
on the stage to pull out a talking drum and stick.
Finally, once all the musicians had appeared, the
Queens came out (also one by one) each

As befitting someone who once recorded as King
Cool, his smooth voice was ideally suited, whether
covering songs like Return From The Skies
(Delroy Wilson) and You’re No Good (Jackie
Opel) or delving into his own recordings. A very
enjoyable set had to include his 1971 hit Mr Fix It
(also recorded by at least half a dozen of
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The Buzz

Jamaica’s top names) and finished with a
beautiful version of the recently re-released Ten
Times Sweeter.

Welcome to The Buzz
The 'Tales From The Woods'
round up of gigs where you
really need to show your face.

The Jamaican tradition of toasting has spawned
many a highly regarded DJ. The king of these
may well have been the aptly named U-Roy but
the man who was his main rival was Dennis
Alcapone. Starting out in 1969, it was the
originality of his style, half-sung half-spoken and
sudden high-pitched whoops and cockerel
impersonations, which made him a very popular
performer. In the early 70s he was extremely
prolific, scoring many a hit in the Jamaican charts,
one of which was coincidentally titled Number One
Station. He went on to producing a number of
albums before returning to live performance in the
late 80s.

Borderline, Charing Cross Road
th
Tuesday 18 November (£13)
American Songwriters Circle featuring
Ray Wylie Hubbard, Larry John McNally,
Slaid Cleaves, Lynn Miles
Barbican
th
Tuesday 18 November (£10/£20)
Tommy Smith
Royal Festival Hall
th
Wednesday 19 November (£10/£20)
David Sanborn & Soweto Kinch

Toasting is not really my cup of tea. I tend to
prefer the original songs. But live it was very
entertaining even if it was rather like a unicyclist –
impressive skill but you know one will never win
the Tour De France. That probably explains why
Dave Barker was brought on stage to add his
vocal skills.

Queen Elizabeth Hall, South Bank
th
Thursday 20 November (£15)
The Charlie Mingus Orchestra
Tennessee Club, Oakwood
th
Thursday 20 November (£TBA)
(Bill Haley’s Original) Comets
Terry Lee and the Wild Ones
Dani West and the Southernaires

Standouts were the witty Teach The Children,
which apparently is used in literacy programmes
on Jamaican radio, and Gun’s Don’t Argue
(Dennis’ version of Eric Donaldson’s Love Of The
Common People). But the song which found most
favour with those of us at the junction and proved
the value of recycling was Ba Ba Riba Skank
which was based on Hey Baba Rebop, a hit for
Lionel Hampton in 1946.

Brixton Academy
th
nd
Thursday - Saturday 20 -22 November (£15)
The Coral
Royal Festival Hall
st
Friday 21 November (£10/£20)
Blind Boys Of Alabama

THE EDDIE COCHRAN CONNECTION
For the fans, by the fans

Rhythm Riot, Camber Sands
st
th
Friday-Monday 21 – 24 November (£various)
Pontins Holiday Centre, Camber, Sussex
Call Robin/Colette on 020 8566 5226 or
Jerry on 01737 370533 for more details
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
nd
Saturday 22 November (£13)
The Cooper Temple Clause
Royal Festival Hall
nd
Saturday 22 November (£10/£20)
Courtney Pine with
Carleen Anderson & David McAlmont
Hammersmith Apollo
th
Monday 24 November (£35)
Bob Dylan

UK Subscription £5.00
Cheques to W H BEARD at
15 St Clements Court, Mardyke Park,
Purfleet, Essex RM19 1GL

Brixton Academy
th
Tuesday 25 November (£35)
Bob Dylan
Union Chapel, Islington
th
Tuesday 25 November (£17.50)
Eric Bibb
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Shepherd’s Bush Empire
th
th
Tuesday/Wednesday 25 /26 November (£30)
Blondie
Wembley Arena
th
th
Tuesday/Wednesday 25 /26 November (£TBA)
David Bowie – Dandy Warhols
Royal Albert Hall
th
th
Wed/Thursday 26 /27 November (£22.50/£30)
Four Tops - Temptations
Jazz Café Camden Town
th
Thursday 27 November (£17.50)
John Hammond

The Organ for the Swedish
Rock'n'Roll Club

Lock 17 (formerly Dingwalls)
th
Thursday 27 November (£17.50)
The Skatalites

EDITORIAL BOARD:
Bo Berglind, Thomas Boy, Claes-Håkan Olofsson,
Erik Petersson & Tony Wilkinson
EDITOR & PUBLISHER:
Bo Berglind, Box 185, SE-432 24 Varberg,
Sweden

Royal Albert Hall
th
th
Friday/Saturday 28 /29 November (£24.50)
Jools Holland
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
th
Sunday 30 November (£17.50)
Echo and the Bunnymen

Phone: Swedish code + 46 034067 5050
E-MAIL: berglind@ithuser-varberg.com

King and Queen, Foley Street



Friday 5th December (£0)







'Tales From The Woods'
presents the Soulboy and Little
Jessup’s BIG 60 Birthday Bash
James Hunter
This also qualifies as the gang meet up for the
month so please try and get along

Houserockers - Gig Guide

Electric Ballroom, Camden Town
th
Wednesday 10 December (£15)
The Buzzcocks

Try their website at www.houserockers.co.uk

November 2003

Shepherd’s Bush Empire
th
Monday 15 December (£17.50)
John Cale

Friday 28th

Five Bells
Keith wishes to apologise for the somewhat
abbreviated submissions from himself. This is due
to a bout of ill health and not because he couldn’t
be bothered. I’m assured that the connection of
his computer to the outside world hasn’t led him to
believe that he has caught a virus - H.

75 Bromley Common, Bromley
The Houserockers Blues Band



Sunday 30th

Carshalton Ex-Servicemen’s Club
West Street, Carshalton, Surrey

Back issues of 'Tales From The Woods' (which I
like to think of as Collector’s Items) are available,
although some issues have depleted rapidly over
the past months… when they are gone, they are
gone, never to be copied again. So if any of you
loyal subscribers or compulsive collectors need
any back issues you need to be pretty quick off
the mark. Back issues are sold at two for £1.
Infant issues (1 to 6) are available in annual form
only at a near giveaway price of a mere £1.10.
Contact via the usual channels.

December 2003
Friday 12th

The Bridge House Tavern
Penge High Street



Sunday 14th

Erith Working Mens Club
Valley Road, Erith, Kent
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If you wish to subscribe or advertise in
the UK's fastest-growing in-house
magazine, write to;

‘Tales from the Woods’
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25 Queen Anne Avenue
Bromley
Kent
BR2 0SA



Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941

'Tales From The Web'

Articles for publication can be e-mailed to

As I type this, Fatbellypeat is also still typing away,
improving the 'Tales From The Woods' website. If
you wanna take a look, the web address is;
www.tftw.freeuk.com
Keep your eyes peeled for further developments.

TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk
Remember – you’re only young twice
Keith Woods
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crime casebook no. 3
Once again we return to downtown Bromley on a damp autumn evening. The man, the imposing man, the
man to whom many look for spiritual guidance, the man known as “Keith Woods - Private Investigator. Editor,
DJ, Entrepreneur, Kool Kat, Friend to the Friendless, Gig-meister, Love of the Loveless, Part-Time Signaller”
was relaxing in the leather armchair by the window. This window, the one by which the chair (this is the chair
that occasionally creaks ominously) containing the relaxing form of the imposing Keith Woods was situated,
was making noises. The noises it made were reminiscent of the “Splat!” of rain against a sheet of glass. It
will be no surprise to anyone who reads the preceding sentence to discover it was raining (again).
The old railway clock on the wall tried to keep time with the falling rain. Tick, splat! Tock, splat! splat! Tick,
splat! splat! Tock, splat! Tick. Tock, splat! However, the rain was having none of this and petulantly refused
to maintain a rhythmic beat. Keith took a long, soothing draw from his hand rolled (imposing) cigarette and
slowly blew the smoke towards his computer. (Hang on. No he didn’t. He gave up smoking, didn’t he?
Whoops, sorry Keith, I don’t think anybody noticed.) From the hi-fi the strains of ‘Ooh Poo Pah Doo’ wafted
melodically around the room, slightly muffling the Tick, splat! Tock, splat! splat! previously mentioned.
Suddenly, both ‘Ooh Poo Pah Doo’ and Tick, splat! Tock, splat! splat! were pushed into second and third
places respectively as a loud, harsh trilling echoed around the room. A pause. Then more trilling. Another
pause. Yet more trilling. We look to our saviour to restore order from this chaotic cacophony and slowly, but
surely, the great man reached out his hand to grasp the handset of the old Bakelite telephone on the left of
the old Victorian desk in front of him (well, more precisely, slightly to the right of him as he wasn’t actually
facing the desk but was relaxing at an angle of some twenty-seven degrees).
Remarkably, as soon as he lifted the handset, the harsh trilling stopped but was instantly replaced by an
almighty roar as the words, “Keith Woods speaking!” fell from his lips. To be honest, they didn’t really fall but
were expelled by the force of some of the most imposing lungs in the British Isles. It has often been mooted
that a telephone is a needless accoutrement for the great Keith Woods, as his stentorian bellows have been
known to travel many miles in perfect clarity. But I digress. I quite often do. Actually, a good digress can be
quite entertaining. But not on this occasion.
Earlier sound levels were restored as the great man’s ear was put to the use for which it was designed. He
listened. He listened some more. He listened for a longer period. To see Keith Woods listening is an
awesome sight – shame you can’t see it from where you’re reading this. After his period of listening was
over, he proved the point by speaking (or bellowing – you choose) “Okay, I’ll be right there!”
As if the conversation was over, which it was, he replaced the handset on the cradle. The cradle in question
was the cradle provided on top of the Bakelite telephone to receive the handset, not some totally out of place
baby receptacle. Keith made a few notes on the pad of Post-It notes on the desktop and placed the note in
his pocket. Quickly reorganising the filters in the world famous Woods Tupperware tub (“Hope H doesn’t
notice another one gone,” was the thought in the Woods head at this precise moment), the great man slid
open a drawer of the old Victorian desk. He slowly withdrew a black object, approximately eight inches in
length, and held it firmly in his right hand. With the index finger of the very same right hand he exerted
pressure on a very particular section of the object. Instantly, Tick, splat! Tock, splat! was promoted to first
place as the remote control silenced the hi-fi. Replacing the unit in the drawer and closing it (he’s very tidy is
our Keith) he opened another drawer and removed another object (don’t worry, you’ll find out later), which he
placed in his pocket. Then he leaned across and pressed the ‘on’ button of his Internet connected, state of
the art, all-singing, all-dancing Packard-Bell PC.
After waiting for about two minutes, he remembered that it still didn’t have a plug connected and, instead,
transferred his attentions to his briefcase. Picking it up from the floor on which it rested, he placed it on the
desk and, with a DFO (deft flicking operation), flicked open the catches holding the lid closed. In its released
state, the lid was easily lifted to a vertical position, revealing the contents of the case. However, the only
person situated in a situation to take advantage of the situation was Keith Woods. Take advantage he did,
withdrawing an object therefrom and carefully closing the lid, using another DFO to ensure the
aforementioned lid was held firmly in place, before replacing the case on its very own section of floor.
Imposing feet followed to the floor in short order, pacing out pace sized steps in the direction of the door,
imposing body towering above them.
With a creak, the door opened, the feet (and body) passed through, and the door swung shut (still creaking)
behind. The careful listener would have heard the sound of steps descending a flight of stairs, traversing a
corridor and passing through another door. A Rock'n'Roll compere (if present) would have then been in a
position to say, “Keith Woods has left the building.” However, no such compere was available but this did not
change the reality of Keith no longer being present in the domicile. Gone he was and gone he would stay for
some time. If we (that is, you the reader and me as author) were to remain in the room with the old Victorian
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desk, the railway clock on the wall and the rain-splattered window, the story would be somewhat dull (who
said “It is anyway”?). Fortunately, by the power of the written word, I am in the fortunate position of being able
to transport you at the speed of light from one location to another with no discomfort at all to you, the dear
reader. So, hang on to your hats (if you favour the Keith Woods fashion) and here we go…
Mere seconds later in reading time but some quite considerable story time later, we find ourselves at
Bromley South station, platform four. It’s actually about a fifteen minute walk for a mere mortal, a ten minute
stride for one as imposing as the Woods. So, anyway, ten minutes later, Keith was on the platform, Keith’s
hat was on Keith’s head, the train was on time (this story IS fiction, after all) and the game was afoot. The
train rolled in, the announcer announced his announcement, the doors opened and Keith, in a single bound,
proceeded to board the train. No, I said “board” the train, not “bored” it. Glancing to the left and the right (it
might have been to the right and the left but I forget) our man espied an empty double seat and immediately
headed towards it, whispering under his breath, “Double seat, double seat, got to get a double seat.” He
watches too much ’Saturday Night Live’, obviously. Arriving in front of the seat, he performed a DTO (deft
turning operation) and sank into the plush blue velour (fiction, remember?).
“Toot, toot” went Thomas as the Fat Controller waved his flag. Gordon smiled smugly to himself as Thomas
struggled to haul the heavy train out of the station. “I’m in trouble if Sir Topham Hatt sees me struggling,”
thought Thomas while Edward sat on the branch line, urging Thomas on…
Please ignore the previous paragraph. I suffer from momentary lapses into incoherence and this may have
been one of them. Back to the yarn.
The doors slid closed and the train pulled smoothly out of the station, heading into the wilds of Kent. In the
carriage containing our hero, silence reigned. Outside, rain rained (as it tends to in these stories). On the
throne, Queen Elizabeth reigned but she’s got nothing to do with this epistle so please put her to the back of
your mind for now. The rain raining outside rained against the windows of the train but gained no admission
due to the quality construction of the new Class 375 passenger units. The superb soundproofing kept out the
noise of the precipitation and thus our main man was left to his thoughts during the course of his journey.
However, never being one to waste time, Keith pulled paper and pen from his voluminous pockets and
commenced to write. Brow furrowed in thought, words flowed from the nib of his Waterman Laureat fountain
pen at an astounding rate. In a mere fifteen minutes, he had covered eighteen sides of A4 in flowing script.
“That should keep Harry busy for a couple of hours, typing that lot up for the next issue,” he whispered
silently to himself as he carefully stapled the pages of meaningless scrawl together. (Oh yes, he goes
nowhere without a stapler.)
Replacing pen, paper and stapler into his jacket, he peered slowly around the carriage to observe his
travelling companions. This didn’t take very long as there was only one other occupant, a tall, bald, bearded,
heavily built gentleman of indeterminate age. Keith tried to catch his eye but missed as it rolled under the
seat. Concerned, Keith bent down and retrieved the eye with the toe of his beautifully polished Tuf dual
density classic brogue. Clutching the orb in his hand, Keith rose and crossed the compartment to the oneeyed traveller who seemed oblivious to the incident. Keith noticed wires protruding from the ears of the
shaven head and perceived that they ended in a silver box on his lap. “A mini-disc player,” deduced the great
man.
“Hello there Peat,” Keith said. The seated figure jumped three feet in the air as the bellow blanked out the
music from his earphones. As he regained his previous level, FatBellyPeat looked up and saw the figure
standing in front of him, left hand protruding forwards, fingers clenched. Drawing himself up to his full six feet
eleven, Peat adopted a boxer’s pose and started a swing at Keith’s head but, realising who it was in front of
him, stopped the punch in mid-swing and changed it to a handshake, squeezing Keith’s right hand in a firm
and welcoming grip. “How you doing, Keith, me old mate?” he enquired. “Fine, Peat, fine,” responded the
Woods, “I’m on a case so I can’t stop for a chat but I think you dropped this,” opening his left hand to display
the eye. A glint of recognition dawned in the Webmeister’s remaining eye as he retrieved the object from
Keith’s outstretched hand, popping it back in the socket from whence it came. “Bloody Bell’s Palsy, totally
numbs your face, it does. Thanks mate.” Peat resumed his seat and his mini-disc listening while Keith
returned to his previous place.
A short while later, the train pulled into a station. The hero of our piece rose, strode imposingly past Peat with
a cheery wave, to which Peat responded by totally ignoring him, pressed the ‘Open door’ button and then
squashed his nose against the glass as the door failed to open. (Wait a minute, as I mentioned earlier, this is
fiction so let’s pretend the door actually opened). Keith stepped from the train and made his way out of the
station where, in his inimitable imposing fashion, he hailed a cab. Three hails later, one actually stopped and
Keith slid onto the back seat before giving an address (which I shall not print here to save embarrassment) to
the hirsute hackney driver. With a squeal of rubber against tarmac and the smell of cooking clutch, the
vehicle left the car park and entered the traffic on the main road.
In what seemed no time at all, and isn’t in this narrative as it’s already passed, the cab arrived at its
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destination. Before the illustrious editor could offer payment for the ride the driver turned and said, “You’re
THE Keith Woods ain’t ya? On the ‘ouse guv, it’s a pleasure to ‘ave you in me cab.” Realising the cabbie was
obviously another outcast from South London who had moved to the Medway towns to take advantage of the
cheap housing, Keith tipped his titfer and alighted from the car. With another squeal the vehicle disappeared
in a cloud of smoke and Keith was left alone on the edge of the road.
Reaching once again into the pocket of his jacket, Keith withdrew the Post-It note, looked at it, replaced it,
and set off down the street. To the casual observer (if there had been one, which there wasn’t) the man of
Wood appeared to choose a house at random and stepped covertly into the garden. We, however, know
better. There was no random chance in the choice of house at all; it was, in fact, the house whose address
had been written on the Post-It note in Keith’s pocket. You see how it all comes together and starts to make
sense?
Silently (well, he had his mouth shut) Keith scanned the building until he saw a window that was not fully
closed. Creeping, he crept up to the window and carefully prised it more fully open. Eventually, there was
enough room for one even as imposing as the Woods to climb through. So climb through he did, closing the
window behind him in his previously mentioned tidy fashion. Now I can reveal the object removed (quite
some time ago now) from the drawer in the old Victorian desk – it was a torch. As the house was in darkness
and light switches are very rarely placed beside windows, Keith used a DFO to move the on/off switch on the
torch from ‘off’ to ‘on’. Immediately, the room was lit by the beam of light emitting from the end of the torch.
Using this swathe of light, Keith carefully picked his way across the room in silence, until he had reached the
door. He observed a thin sliver of light under the door and rapidly went into deduction mode. “There’s a light
on in the hall,” was the deduction deduced by his keen mind. Thus, he made use of a further DFO to return
the torch to its earlier ‘off’ mode before replacing it in his pocket, the voluminosity of which has been
mentioned before in this article. Slowly, oh so very slowly, the great man turned the handle of the door (that’s
the door with the light under it that Keith had deduced led to the hall with the light on) until he was able to pull
the door open, allowing more light to enter. The shadows that had previously filled the room saw the light
entering and made a dash for cover, some hiding under chairs, some behind cupboards, most just sliding
surreptitiously under the carpet. Once the door was open, Keith stepped silently (mouth still shut) through
into the hall.
Even more silently, if that was possible, he stepped over to the stairs and started to ascend them. Using a
trick he picked up watching an old episode of “No Hiding Place” (ITV's best known early police drama series
starring Raymond Francis as Detective Chief Superintendent Tom Lockhart with Johnny Briggs as Detective
Sergeant Russell and launched in 1959), Keith ensured that he trod only on the outside edge of the stairs to
avoid unwelcome squeaks giving his presence away. Arriving at the top in a squeakless manner, Keith
surveyed the scene before him – doors.
Using his years of training as an investigator, together with the enormous deductive skills of his imposing
brain, Keith quickly eliminated all but one of the doors as being of no interest. The years of training and
enormous deductive skills were, however, assisted by the fact that all but one of the doors was open.
Creeping silently (more like gliding really, so silent was the Woods) over to the closed door, Keith once again
placed his hand on the handle and turned. The handle I mean, he didn’t turn himself or he’d have been
facing away from the door and what good would that have been? Having released the catch from its
catchment, the door allowed itself to be opened. The light from the hall (or landing depending on your
preference) dimly illuminated the room and, more to the point, something in the room.
Entering the room (silently of course) Keith spent several moments taking note of exactly what he could see.
He did this mentally to save paper. Having decided that he was finished, he did a bit of probing, a slightly
smaller bit of examining and, as a final action, he silently closed the door, ensuring he was on the outside at
the time. He then retraced his steps down the steps (no tracing paper this time), but instead of leaving the
premises, secreted himself away in the cupboard under the stairs. Making dexterous use of the torch again,
more paper was produced and, together with the pen, another twenty-seven pages of script were created
before being stapled together. “That’s ‘Left Bank’ done so I suppose I’d better get started on “The Buzz”
soon. Can’t have Harry sitting around managing the box, best keep him occupied with TFTW so he doesn’t
spot my delays.”
Several hours passed but, to save you waiting that long, I’ll skip straight ahead to the first sounds of morning.
“Tweet.” That is a close approximation of a bird, somewhere in the garden, making its presence known.
Almost immediately after, Keith heard sounds of stirring above his head. The stirring stopped and changed to
a gulping sound. Another deduction was afoot. “Coffee with sugar,” the deducer deducted. A few moments
passed and then footsteps could be heard leaving the bedroom (the one that had the door closed) and
descending the stairs, directly above our hero. At least three of the treads squeaked loudly, proving the
efficacy of Keith’s earlier precautions. The steps continued to the front door, which could be heard to open.
Keith pressed his ear closer to the stained wood of his hidey-hole.
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Faint whispers could be heard, which then changed to the sound of several sets of footsteps passing his
hiding place (Raymond Francis wouldn’t have been happy) and heading for the back door. Pausing to allow a
safe distance to open up, Keith opened the door and crept from cover, creeping silently to the rear of the
house. Finding a suitable vantage point, he peered into the large garden at the back. The sight that met his
eyes almost caused him to cry out in shock, which would have been a “bad thing” considering the lengths to
which he had gone to keep his presence a secret. However, being the man he is, his training took over and,
seizing his opportunity he reached, once again, into his pocket and removed another object. Holding this
object to his face, he pressed a button. Yes, you’ve guessed it – he took a picture. Now you know what the
object removed from the briefcase was – a picture taker (or camera).
Replacing the camera, everybody’s favourite investigator quickly (and quietly) left the building by the same
route that he had used to enter, only the other way this time, as he wanted to get out, not in. Regaining the
street he realised he had made a slight technical error in the taxi cab department, so he started the long walk
back to the station. I could go into some length about the journey back to the station that, incidentally, was of
some length but, as nothing happened, I can’t be bothered. Suffice it to say Keith arrived back at the station,
slightly more tired than when he had left but still as imposing as ever. His arrival was marked by the
coincidental arrival of a train heading towards London, so Keith insinuated himself aboard the train and
settled down for the return trip (remarkable how these fictional trains are always there when you need them,
isn’t it?).
Yet more paper was produced and another forty-five pages of Keith’s ramblings were placed into print (or
scribble as I like to think of it). As Keith tucked the papers away in his pocket, the train pulled smoothly into
Bromley South station (platform three this time), the doors opened automatically and Keith left the train to
stride imposingly up the ramp. A mere nine minutes later (some kind of record that is) he was once again
ensconced in his favourite leather armchair by the window, still creaking ominously. The chair that is, not the
window and definitely not Keith. Pulling the Post-It note from his pocket, Keith reached across his desk, lifted
the handset of the old Bakelite telephone and dialled the number that was on the Post-It note. On receiving a
reply, the denouement began.
“Hello, Keith here! Good news. I’ve been down there and I can happily confirm that he is not seeing another
woman. His Medway pied-a-terre serves a far darker purpose but nothing you need to concern yourself with.
He uses it as a meeting place for he and his friends to participate in the odd rites connected with their secret
hobby.” A short listen followed this explanation. “Oh, I’m sorry, I thought you knew. I have photographic
evidence of what they get up to so I’ll get the photo developed and have it delivered by courier tomorrow. My
fee will be [fee removed to avoid embarrassing confrontations with the Inland Revenue Service] and I’m
happy to accept a banker’s draft. It’s been a pleasure doing business with you.” Another listening pause.
“Well, briefly, they like to pretend that they are a train. It’s quite sad really but harmless. However, I must
admit I fully understand their fascination with rail transport. After all, it’s kept me in beer and fags for a good
thirty years. Bye.”
So ends another case in the interesting (and imposing) life of Keith Woods, Private Investigator, Editor, DJ,
Entrepreneur, etc. etc.
Postscript: The sight of these otherwise normal
people “chuffing” round a garden in deepest Kent is
not one to be taken lightly. There is no known cure
and no charity to help ease their plight. 'Tales From
The Woods' is happy to lead the way and hereby
inaugurates the “Loco Dale Preservation Fund”. Our
aim is to set up a retirement home in the Cotswolds
where these poor individuals can end their days in
peace, surrounded by the train sets that they wish to
be. Please send your donations to the address at the
end of the magazine and thank you for caring.

H
(Incidentally, this is the TFTW entry for the Plastic Gargoyle of Montreaux Award for the “longest photo
caption in a cheaply produced music magazine” category)
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